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ABSTRACT

This report looks at the published literature on methods and assumptions made in performing structural risk assessments on aircraft. Because the major contributor to the risk of structural failure is fatigue, most methods of risk assessment involve modelling the effect of fatigue growth by some probabilistic method. Many risk assessments use the equivalent initial flaw size approach to allow for the variability in fatigue crack growth. Common errors in the formulation are made in many risk assessments, which can be significant and are described in this report. It is found that the standard approach can produce an acceptable assessment of the probability of failure of an aircraft if care is taken in understanding what is being modelled and the assumptions on which the analysis is based. A number of case studies of risk assessment’s performed on different aircraft are summarised.
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Review of Methods and Approaches for the Structural Risk Assessment of Aircraft

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Analysis of the risk of failure of airframes has seen increased international activity over the past decade. It provides an alternative to the airworthiness standards for maintaining safe operation of ageing aircraft. DSTO has been developing a risk capability in recent years, and seeks to learn as much as possible from international developments and applications.

This report conducts a review of the methods and assumptions made in structural risk assessments. Its aim is to provide a guide for conducting a structural risk assessment of an airframe, and as such is limited to techniques generally used in the aircraft industry.

The literature was reviewed to investigate how the risk of fatigue failure for an aircraft has previously been determined. Factors include the initial defects that trigger fatigue cracks, the growth of fatigue cracks to failure, the determination of residual strength and the variability in the spectrum loads and the maximum loads that result in failure.

Towards the end of the life of an aircraft, the overwhelming risk or probability of failure is caused by the growth of fatigue cracks in the aircraft structure from the loads sustained through usage of the aircraft throughout its lifetime. A summary of the fatigue crack growth laws used in probabilistic risk assessments is given.

Guidance is given on what distributions should be used for modeling the various parameters in a probabilistic risk assessment. Data and a knowledge of the mechanisms that produce the variability in each parameter will define the probabilistic distributions that should be used.

The most common error found in many of the risk assessments examined is to assume the risk of failure is simply the summation of the individual risks of failure of all the elements that can fail in the aircraft. This is incorrect. The most critical crack will fail first and the risk of failure is simply the probability of the largest crack failing. The remaining cracks in the aircraft do not directly contribute to the risk of failure. This difference is significant when there is a large number of possible fasteners that can initiate failure, such as occur in the wing of transport aircraft. The number of cracks present contribute indirectly by changing the probability distribution of the size of the largest crack.

Summaries of a number of risk assessments on different aircraft are provided, such as for the KC135, F-16, C-141, B1-B Bomber, F/A-18 and the B707. These assessments have been used to support keeping the associated aircraft in service. DSTO has learned from these risk assessments in order to apply the capability to ADF aircraft, thereby evaluating and maintaining their safety of flight as they age.
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1 Introduction

This report conducts a general review of the methods and assumptions made in structural risk assessments. Its aim is to establish a guide for conducting a structural risk assessment of an airframe, and as such is limited to techniques generally used in the aircraft industry.

The literature was reviewed to investigate how the risk of fatigue failure for an aircraft has previously been determined. Factors include the initial defects that trigger fatigue cracks, the growth of fatigue cracks to failure, the determination of residual strength and the variability in the spectrum loads and the maximum loads that result in failure.

Towards the end of the life of an aircraft, the overwhelming risk or probability of failure is caused by the growth of fatigue cracks in the aircraft structure from the loads sustained through usage of the aircraft throughout its lifetime\(^1\). These fatigue cracks may begin either from the initial defects in the material such as porosity or inclusions, or from methods of manufacture and construction. Cracks can also start from corrosion developed later in the life of the aircraft.

The risk of failure may be reduced by carrying out inspections on the aircraft (to detect and remove fatigue cracks), or from setting a conservative life limit for the aircraft, below which there is little chance of failure from fatigue. When and how often the inspections are carried out, and what technique is used, will also affect the number of cracks and size that are found and hence influence the risk of failure.

In addition, the method used to repair the aircraft may also impact on the risk. While simple repairs such as removing small cracks by oversizing a hole and fastener are generally safe, more complex repairs may not have the life expected [2] and have resulted in the loss of aircraft such as the Japan Airlines 747 [3]. Thus the risk assessment of repairs is even more difficult than a risk assessment of the aircraft itself because of the general lack of experimental data, mostly due to the one-off nature of repairs.

Methods used to set safe lives or inspection intervals are generally based on one or more of the internationally recognised airworthiness standards such as DEFSTAN 970 [4] or the Joint Services Specification Guide (JSSG) [5] which superseded the standards MIL-A-8860B [6] used by the U.S. Navy (USN) and MIL-A-87221 [7] used by the U.S. Air Force (USAF). These standards generally have some reference to safety based on acceptable probabilities of failure obtained either by a probabilistic approach or empirically through the use of scatter factors [8]. These acceptable limits are based on the cumulative (also known as total) probability of failure (CPOF or TPOF), or the instantaneous or Single Flight Probability of Failure (SFPOF). DEFSTAN 970 specifies safety limits in terms of a total probability of failure of 1/1000 for an aircraft, whereas the JSSG specifies acceptable levels of 1/10\(^7\) per flight hour.

A major contribution to the analysis of the risk of failure was the development of the Equivalent Initial Flaw Size (EIFS) approach by Rudd and Gray [9][10][11] in the late 1970s. This was an effective method to describe the distribution of flaws at the start of

---

\(^1\)Risk can be defined as the probability of failure times the consequence of failure [1]. However in relation to aircraft where the consequence of failure is generally high, the risk is usually defined just as the probability of failure.
fatigue growth. Since the prediction of fatigue crack growth rates is in general somewhat different from the measured crack growth rates, the EIFS is required to be used with the predicted rate of crack growth to produce the correct crack size at some later date. Thus the EIFS will in general be different from a directly measured initial flaw size and is model dependent.

If the initial flaw shape is irregular, this also makes it difficult for a single size measurement to characterise the flaw. However, after a small period of growth the shape of the crack should develop and generally becomes more regular. Thus, by back extrapolating fractographically measured crack growth from the regular shaped crack, one can obtain an effective regular initial flaw size. Researchers at DSTO have called this the Equivalent Pre-crack Size (EPS) to differentiate it from EIFS which is usually back extrapolated using analytical crack growth curves instead of from fractographic data (although in some instances it has also been obtained using fractography).

EIFS is defined by Manning and Yang [12] as an artificial crack size which results in an actual crack size at an actual point in time when the initial flaw is grown forward. Implicit in this approach is that it must be grown forward by the same means as was used to obtain the EIFS. However when different load spectra are used, caution must be exercised, since it is assumed that the EIFS is entirely independent of the load spectrum. This is not always the case, particularly in instances where the high loads result in cracking of inclusions which can then lead to a fatigue crack, which would otherwise not occur, or where high loads induce other non-linear behavior such as extensive plasticity.

Another approach used is to grow cracks back from a time to failure distribution [13]. However, this has the significant drawback that it cannot be independent of the loading sequence and thus has to be re-derived for each new application. EPS is perhaps closer to a material/manufacturing process property.

The growth of fatigue cracks in aluminium components usually occur when cyclic loads are applied to the structure. Cracks usually initiate from material or manufacturing defects or processes. Other materials may exhibit more delay in the initiation phase of crack growth.

1.1 The basic steps followed in a risk analysis

A risk analysis works out the probability of failure due to variation in factors such as crack size and loads. These variables can be characterised by random distributions which characterise all things unknown about the particular variable assuming independence from other variables.

1. Risk can be calculated using probabilistic fracture mechanics. Which means it is necessary to understand the initial flaws, the crack growth, the residual strength with cracks of different sizes, and the loads which can affect the crack growth and the residual strength.

2. Generally the crack that fails is the largest\textsuperscript{2} Thus you only need to analyze the distribution of the largest crack not of all cracks. However, the more critical locations

\textsuperscript{2}Actually the concept of the largest cracks assumes all locations are at the same stress level. This can
that can potentially fail, the more likely an aircraft will contain an extreme sized crack, and thus the larger the critical crack is likely to be. The distribution of the largest crack can be obtained from knowing the distribution of individual cracks using mathematical extreme value theory.

3. The probability of failure is obtained by combining all the probabilities of having a configuration that can fail with the probability of experiencing a load greater than the failure load in the time interval under consideration (providing they are all independent).

4. The probability of failure can be calculated using the following methods:

(a) simple Monte Carlo approach (random number simulation) or more complex Monte Carlo such as importance sampling which targets specified areas of the distributions (typically the tails) for sampling. This restricted targeting is then compensated for in the analysis,

(b) numerical integration to integrate the probability of each configuration failing, and

(c) transformations of the strength/load distributions into approximate distributions that can more easily be solved by methods such as First (or Second) Order Reliability Methods (FORM/SORM). This is particularly effective when there are many random variables to be included in the analysis. Generally this involves transformations of the tails of the distributions of interest, into normal distributions where the overlap in the tails determines the probability of failure. The distribution is so chosen that the values of the equivalent distributions produce an accurate representation in the region of the overlap, but may be significantly different elsewhere. In practice for aircraft it seems that only a few sources of scatter dominate the final answer, so the remaining sources can be fixed. This then means the previous two approaches are better suited for structural risk assessments.

5. Many distributions are available to model the random variables. Some distributions are based on some underlying processes that may be present. They are:

(a) normal - cumulative process of random amounts
(b) lognormal - multiplicative process of random amounts
(c) exponential - random failures
(d) gamma - multiple random failures
(e) Gumbel, Frechet and reversed Weibull - extreme value (first failure in a group of identical items)

6. You can tell if the data follows a particular distribution by plotting it on ‘probability paper’. These days, using computer methods (instead of manually plotting the data on paper) involves transforming the data, so that if it is from the targeted distribution, a plot of probability exceedances will produce a straight line.

be generalised to the most critical crack if we consider the extra variable of stress. The cracks can be expressed in terms of a new parameter such as criticality.
7. The variables in order of importance to the risk of failure from fatigue in aluminium aircraft tend to be [14]:

(a) initial flaw size
(b) loads
(c) crack growth variability
(d) material variability

For a transport aircraft, for which the high loads are experienced rarely, the loads variable is more important than for a fighter aircraft, for which the high loads are experienced in virtually every flight.

8. Probability of failure can be the total probability of failure or the instantaneous probability of failure or hazard. Typical criteria for each are $10^{-3}$ for total probability of failure and $10^{-7}$ for single flight probability of failure.

9. Because the cracks grow with time, so the probability of failure usually increases with time (except for the beneficial effect of inspections).
2 History

Reliability theory was first applied by Weibull to structural materials where he developed a new distribution which modeled the strength of material based on the weakest link to fail approach. This was applied to static strength of materials, but in 1949 [15] he showed it was also applicable to time to failure due to fatigue.

The use of probabilistic risk assessments in structural reliability was first used on aircraft by Alfred M. Freudenthal in 1953 [16] and later in 1967 [17]. Whilst working at Wright Patterson Air Force Base in the United States during the 1960s, Freudenthal was the first to apply probabilistic methods to the problem of scatter in aircraft fatigue lives. He looked at the probability that a random load would produce a stress that exceeded a randomly distributed strength. He expressed his answer in terms of the time to first failure in the fleet. The larger the fleet the greater the expected probability of failure.

Working for him on attachment from ARL (now DSTO) was Alf Payne. Together they published a number of papers on the early application of probabilistic methods to the fatigue of aircraft.

During the 1980-1990s with many aging aircraft replaced with new aircraft (and perhaps also due to the extremely complex formulation of the problems), RAAF support for risk methods applied to airframe fatigue was not as strong, and the knowledge base was reduced within DSTO as people retired. However since the year 2000, with many more aging aircraft, the RAAF are once again interested in risk assessment methods to assist decision-making in support of these aircraft, in conjunction with the semi-probabilistic methods specified in the aircraft standards.

Thus in 2000, use of probabilistic methods was renewed in DSTO for initial analysis of the multi-site non-interacting fatigue of the lower wing stringers of the aging B707 aircraft [18][19], using the USAF program, PROF. This work showed that, while PROF was adequate for transport aircraft with small extrapolation, it did not really cover all the variables of interest and only approximately calculated the probability of failure.

2.1 Computer Programs for Calculating Risk

Early on, reliability programs were fairly complex, with a strong emphasis on reliability but less on fatigue. Fatigue in those days was not as well understood. So these programs had mixed methods of failure such as fracture and time out. Time out failure mode was used to fail the aircraft in the analysis when the fatigue life was exhausted, which is a duplication of the fracture method of failing. Now we understand fatigue is predominantly about crack growth from an initial defect to final failure, in some ways the analysis becomes much simpler. This relative simplicity, combined with advances in general purpose data analysis packages such as Matlab and S-Plus/R, means that specific reliability programs are no longer required. In addition, based on DSTO’s specialist areas in fractography and fatigue testing, fractographic analysis of cracks from fatigue tests enables estimates of crack growth curves and initial flaw sizes to be more precisely obtained, underpinning the renewed interest in probabilistic assessment in which the contributions of all these areas are combined.
During the 1970s ARL had a large number of people involved in the development and application of risk methods to aircraft fatigue. It culminated in a number of risk analysis programs of which the best known is NERF (Numerical Evaluation of Reliability Functions) [20]. This program solved the numerical integration of the risk function to determine the probability of failure from a number of different failure criteria, although less effort was deployed on methods of acquiring useful data to support application to real cases.

Since NERF is no longer used we will limit our discussion to only consider PROF and SAIFE.

### 2.1.1 The USAF program PROF

In the 1980s the USAF developed a program PROF (Probability of Fracture) for solving the risk of structural failure [21][22][23]. Whilst this solves for the risk of failure, it does not strictly point out to the user how the risk of failure of a single item differs from the risk of failure of the complete aircraft. Here is a summary of a user’s perspective of how to use PROF.

#### How do I start running PROFV2?

PROF is executed in Microsoft Windows. The PROF program can be found under the file name `PROFv2 3-24-99.EXE`. Copy this file into the directory on your hard drive and execute it. This will give you the PROF executable. PROF interfaces to an excel spreadsheet which contains all the input and output information, therefore when PROF is started up it automatically opens an excel spreadsheet as well. Using the PROF interface, all the required data files can be read in for analysis.

#### What input does PROF need?

You need to have the following information to run PROF: The following key inputs are required for PROF:

**Probability Distribution Functions**

1. parameters for a probability distribution of the initial flaw sizes or the flaw sizes at a particular time (this must be for one of the distributions that is used by PROF, such as the normal, lognormal, Gumbel),
2. parameters for the normal distribution of the fracture toughness,
3. parameters for the log-odds (also known as the log-logistic distribution) probability distribution that describes the probability of detection. The log-odds probability distribution is another standard distribution that is useful in representing probability of detection.
4. Maximum Stress which is modeled with a Gumbel probability distribution which fit the largest expected load in a flight,
5. (Gumbel)

**Deterministic Data**

1. Normalised stress intensity function
2. master crack growth curve,

Aircraft Related Data

1. Number of locations per aircraft
2. Number of aircraft
3. Hours per flight
4. Specific times at which inspections occur, and

What do I get out of PROF?

1. A plot or table of instantaneous risk versus flight time.
2. A plot or table of the cumulative probability distribution of the crack sizes that will fail. This is useful in determining how good the inspection method has to be. A large spread of failures means even small cracks can fail, thus requiring a very good inspection technique to lower the risk.
3. The flaw size distribution at each inspection time interval. This should be compared with the actual flaws found as this is the only means of reliably checking the risk calculation.
4. The latest version of the program (Version 2) does not output the total or interval risk despite what the manual says.

What can go wrong with running PROF?

1. The risk can be very sensitive to the tails of the distributions. Because PROF uses tabular inputs this means the tails may not be well defined. Best to fit a proper distribution and obtain values from that to pad out the tail when inputting the data to PROF.
2. The probability of detection curves (POD), cannot be input into PROF using a tabular input, instead PROF uses its own in-built functions to approximate the curves. It is therefore important to make sure that the POD curve has a good fit at the large crack sizes.
3. The integration method in PROF does not seem very accurate when risk of failure is smaller than a certain level (typically this is about $10^{-10}$). This is most likely due to fixed integration parameters being used for the numerical integration. Thus, if the risk levels are smaller than this very early on in the life of the aircraft there may be discontinuities in the shape of the curve that are an artifact of the solution accuracy.

The equivalent flaw size is obtained from teardown of the aircraft, and then fracture mechanics is used to translate the cracks back to zero time to obtain the EIFS, or to a common flight hour that minimises translation to obtain the EIFS distribution. The important point is that the crack size information must be translated to a common flight hour to be used in the risk analysis. The Aircraft Structural Integrity Management Plan (ASIMP) managers should collect fleet crack information data such as airframe location, crack size, flight hours, and equivalent flight hours based on actual usage.
Berens, Hovey and Loomis [23] showed the EIFS distributions obtained from a number of different aircraft such as F4, F15 and A-10, where there are significant differences between each of the distributions. They stress that the tails of the distributions have a significant impact on the risk analysis calculations.

The SFPOF is the instantaneous risk at some time in the aircraft life and is frequently referred to as the hazard rate.

The USAF practice for risk threshold has historically been a SFPOF of $1 \times 10^{-7}$ per flight, adequate for long term operations. Exposure should be limited when the risk is above this level (when the risk level is between $1 \times 10^{-7}$ and $1 \times 10^{-5}$). A risk level above $1 \times 10^{-5}$ should be considered unacceptable.

The PROF [21] program is the tool used for USAF risk assessments. It has previously been noted that the formulation for the SFPOF in PROF is not strictly the hazard rate. It is based on growing a population of cracks forward to the time of interest and then determining the probability of this population of cracks failing in the next flight. The formulations given for the SFPOF, however, while they are correct, are at odds with the formulation given in the PROF manual [23].

Thus the program assumes there have been no failures to date even though very large cracks may exist and would certainly have failed in earlier flights. Thus the term unfailed SFPOF was coined to describe the probabilities calculated by the PROF program [21][22]. While at low time the unfailed SFPOF is very close to the true SFPOF, at high times the unfailed SFPOF approaches the cumulative probability of failure (since as the cracks grow very large, it is almost certain that all of them will fail in the next flight). Thus the PROF calculation transitions from the true SFPOF to the TPOF and is thus overly conservative. In addition, the way numerous failure locations are incorporated into the risk analysis is generally incorrect. It assumes all the risk of individual locations is combined together.

It is also given that to calculate the single flight probability of a fracture from any one of the $k$ equivalent elements (stress raisers) in a single airframe at $T$ flight hours $POF_A(T)$, it is assumed that the fracture probability between elements are independent (as noted elsewhere this is usually not the case):

$$POF_A(T) = 1 - [1 - POF_E(T)]^k$$

$$\approx kPOF_E(T)$$

The last approximation is only valid when $POF_E(T) << 1$.

However calculation of the combined probability of failure is only true if each of the locations are independent. Since the risk of failure is a combination of having a crack big enough to fail with a certain load, the loads for each location may not be independent. For example, all the critical locations in a wing will experience the peak load at the same time. Thus, assuming they are independent is again overly conservative.

The SFPOF at a single stress raiser in a single flight at $T$ hours is given by:

$$POF_E(T) = \Pr[\sigma_{\text{max}} > \sigma_{cr}(a, K_c)]$$

$$= \int_0^\infty \int_0^\infty f_T(a) g(K_c) H(\sigma_{cr}(a, K_c)) dK_c da$$

where
\[ f_T(a) = \text{probability density function of crack sizes at } T \text{ flight hours} \]
\[ g(K_c) = \text{probability density function of the fracture toughness of the material} \]
\[ \bar{H}(\sigma_{cr}(a, K_c)) = \Pr[\sigma_{\text{max}} > K_c/(\beta(a)\sqrt{\pi a})] \]

2.1.2 The FAA program SAIFE

Prior to the development of PROF, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) also developed their own program for risk assessment, with a focus on wide body aircraft which were then appearing. The FAA in conjunction with airframe manufacturers and air carriers were trying to improve the structural integrity and inspection efficiency of civilian transport aircraft. To do this the FAA developed a computer program called SAIFE - Structural Area Inspection Frequency Evaluation [24]. The aim of this program was to quantify the process they currently went through to set inspection intervals for a new aircraft type. It was also hoped the process would be more rigorous so that there was less subjective assessment.

The SAIFE program accounts for the following factors:

1. the aircraft design analysis,
2. aircraft full scale fatigue testing,
3. production, service, and corrosion defects,
4. probability of crack or corrosion detection, and
5. aircraft modification economics.

The program allowed for these effects through making a simulation of the process based on the Monte Carlo approach for incorporating the effect of scatter. The program created a scenario, where each of the factors comes into play. By repeatedly running through the scenario, a safe and economical approach to operating the aircraft can be achieved. So once a simulation is set up, different inspection programs can be trialled to evaluate their effectiveness.

In addition to the development of the computer program, there was also research conducted into the inputs, such as the effectiveness of inspections.

Volume III of [24] contains inspection input, survey data, and Mechanical and Reliability Report (MRR) data. Similarly, Volume V, Results of Model Demonstration, presents the results of the program applied to a hypothetical aircraft but essentially similar to a B-747 which was just coming into service at the time the program was developed. It then compares these results with the service experience of operational aircraft. It does not compute actual risk levels for the user (although in theory it could), but provides the expected number and severity of cracks that can be expected during the life of the aircraft.

The primary objective of the SAIFE project was to develop a program for evaluating inspection intervals. The program is tailored to be designed for wide-body aircraft such
as the B-747, but it may also be run on individual components, such as for a critical area on a wing. For each element simulated, SAIFE generates the number of defects due to cracks, corrosion, production damage and service that occurred during the service life of the aircraft.

The simulation output includes the number of cracked and corroded areas detected. This can be used as a comparison between actual levels detected and the expected number to see if they agree.

It was hoped that SAIFE could determine the inspection intervals on a more objective basis than was typically used at that time. The project assembled all the logic used to establish inspection frequencies into a single simulation program, capable of investigating the interactions between the primary aircraft service life factors - ultimate strength, fatigue life, flight loads, production and service damage, corrosion, probability of defect detection and modification economics.

SAIFE uses a series of probabilistic distributions and deterministic equations to simulate the logic sequence that considers all the subjective elements currently considered in arriving at an inspection program. It is based on the logic developed by Aderjaska [25].

The input data consists of three categories of information:

1. fleet information
2. aircraft design data
3. historical data

Fleet information identifies type of aircraft e.g. B747, the number of aircraft in the fleet and the expected service life of the aircraft. The aircraft design data includes a complete breakdown of the aircraft structure into components such as a wing structure or a fuselage frame. For such a breakdown the fatigue life, ultimate strength, crack growth rate, corrosion resistance and corrosion growth rate for each element must be determined.

The historical information is particularly relevant for obtaining corrosion data and comes from the MRR. After 1972 the MRR became known as the Service Difficulty Report (SDR). All United States carriers are required to submit an MRR/SDR whenever they repair a defect. Volume III presents the MRR data covering the ten year period of 1963 through to 1973 which was analysed for inclusion into the SAIFE program.

To relate the design lives to the actual fatigue lives, they use results of a report by Raithby [26]. This report finds that in about ten percent of designs the actual life of the type is less than the predicted life. However for the analysis used in SAIFE, they assume on average the predicted life equals the actual life. Thus in fifty percent of designs the service life is overestimated. This may be excessively conservative.

For each element the Monte-Carlo method is used to select a predicted life multiplier. The actual fatigue life is then determined from the equation

\[
\text{actual life} = \text{predicted life} \times R
\] (5)
This is very similar to the approach used in the preliminary F/A-18 centre barrel risk analysis [14][27], where the accuracy of the predicted fatigue life based on the individual aircraft fatigue tracking was taken into account.

The SAIFE logic uses the two parameter Weibull distribution as developed by Freudenthal [28] to allow for the variability in fatigue lives. The two parameter Weibull was chosen because it was more flexible, and could easily be modified to take into account any changes in material technology, even though it was not as accurate as some other distributions in representing the tails of the distribution compared to actual data.

In commercial jets the average fatigue life is taken as twice the safe fatigue life. This is the criterion used on the DC-10 and the B-747. The Weibull distribution is used to model the variation in fatigue life by introducing a fatigue life factor.

The SAIFE program simulates the fatigue test result by assuming the fatigue test failure takes place after a test period equal to the estimated average fatigue life divided by the fatigue test acceleration factor. If the estimated average fatigue life is less than twice the service life when a fatigue test failure occurs, a production modification is developed. If the estimated average fatigue life is less than the service life a retrofit modification is developed for those aircraft already in service. The inspection frequency is increased from the time the element reaches 80% of its estimated average fatigue life.

If a modification is tested, it is assumed that the demonstrated life will be equal to the predicted average life. If a modification is not tested, then it is assumed that the estimated average life will be subject to the same uncertainties as for the original design.

Service data are used to determine the rate of occurrence of service damage, production defects and corrosion so that it is accounted for in the simulation. From this one can define the rate at which production defects occur, the rate at which service damage occurs, the rate at which corrosion occurs and grows, and in turn, the effects of production defects and service damage on fatigue life.

The loads in SAIFE are based on a sample of 2000 hours of operational usage that included gust and manoeuvre loads on the wing and fuselage for a typical aircraft obtained from NASA flight trials. Civil transport aircraft have four levels of inspection, each with a different probability of detection. The inspection regime ranges from the pre-flight inspection which has a very low probability of detection, through the service phase inspections, to the overhaul which has a much higher probability of detection.

A sensitivity study is performed to determine the effect of the variables to optimize the inspection program. The SAIFE authors maintain that while there are many variables through which the structural safety can be gauged, the structural element failure rate is the most revealing.

A detailed run of the program was provided in Ref. [29]. This was for an example aircraft based on data which was taken from a combination of the B747 and the DC-10 wide-body aircraft. The simulation analysed over 1300 locations on the aircraft to determine the rate of cracking that would be detected at each inspection level. This was then compared with typical data obtained for the previous two aircraft. Initially the SAIFE program predicted too many cracks would be found. But after some fine tuning of the probability of detection, and allowing for cracks that originate in a hidden location to be seen once they were sufficiently big, the program produced results that were in
broad agreement with actual data. One drawback however, was that the program only
printed out crack locations and numbers of cracks to be found at each of the different
inspection levels. It did not indicate the severity of the cracking or whether the more
severe cracks would result in the loss of the aircraft. The aim of the program it seems was
to optimize the inspection levels. However this does not seem to be optimized with the
view to maximizing air safety. It may have done this implicitly, but the explicit level of
risk and how this changed as a function of time was not given in the sample output data.

2.2 Safe life and damage tolerance

Around 1970 the USAF set about changing the way the structural integrity of its
aircraft was managed [30]. This was brought about by a number of problems in new and
existing aircraft which led to an attempt to manage the aircraft from “the cradle to the
grave”. Part of this change was a revision to the airworthiness standard MIL-A-8860 which
influenced the way the aircraft was designed. The use of the standard in conjunction with
tight schedules, which limited testing, resulted in low design weights being necessary for
components which in turn forced the selection of high-strength fracture sensitive materials
and use of high design stress levels. Studies at the time confirmed that most structural
failures were as a result of fatigue or corrosion induced fatigue, initiating from pre-existing
material and fabrication deficiencies.

The emphasis in MIL-A-8860 was on initial static strength and a safe fatigue life,
using scatter factors to account for variations in environment, material properties and
initial quality. A scatter factor of four was used on the test life, similarly the times at
which modifications were introduced were also based on a scatter factor of four. Because
of failures in some aircraft (notably the F-111), the safe-life approach was abandoned
and it became a requirement for a structure to survive with flaws from manufacturing or
service. These requirements are specified in MIL-A-83444 for Damage Tolerance Design
and MIL-8866B for Durability Design. Testing to ensure compliance is given in MIL-A-
8867B. However, although standard initial defect sizes were then used for damage tolerance
analysis, the original flaw in the F-111 still far exceeded the flaw size used to ensure damage
tolerance, so even this change would not have prevented the original F-111 failure. Instead,
F-111 life management relied on an inspection-based approach.

The fatigue test guidelines were formed such that the most important purpose of
the full-scale fatigue test is the identification of critical fatigue areas. In addition the
fatigue test can be used to verify the initial flaw quality/distribution. The fatigue test
also demonstrates the durability of the airframe to fulfil its service life.
3 Calculating the probability of failure

3.1 Fundamental concepts and probability distributions

Early methods of probabilistic analysis [31] for aircraft focused on static strength considerations. Failure was then relatively easy to determine by determining the probability distribution of the strength of the structure due to variation in the input variables and finding the probability that the strength is less than the applied loading. Interestingly, it was recognised even at this stage that each component could have a probability of failure and that the total probability of failure of the complete aircraft was a combination of the individual probabilities. For design purposes it was suggested that the reliability should be distributed among the components of a structure so that the probability of failure of each component is proportional to its weight. A safety factor can then be defined in probability terms as the ratio of the probable strength to the probable maximum force. If the applied and failing loads are accurately defined, then a safety factor of 1.01 would give high reliability, whereas if there is large variability, a much higher factor would be required.

However, in a recent risk assessment of critical cast titanium components on the F-22 aircraft [32], it was assumed that all the risk of failure was consumed by the cast components. It shows the difficulty even now, of allocating acceptable risk levels to individual components.

The most common essential elements of a structural reliability analysis system based on fatigue failures are [33]:

1. a crack initiation and growth model,
2. a residual strength model to calculate the strength of the structure with cracks of arbitrary length,
3. a structural inspection and crack detection model, and
4. a maximum flight loading model which calculates the probability of having a specified maximum flight load.

In addition to the usual measures of probability of failure such as the cumulative and the single flight probability of failure, Freudenthal [8] has proposed another way based on the probability of time to first failure in the fleet.

This method is based on extreme value statistics, but uses the minimum extreme value distribution. A feature of this is that the distribution can be determined based on physical requirements.

This approach is certainly valid if the failure distribution is regular and if there are sufficient failures to enable the characterisation of the distribution of the first to fail in a group of a certain size. He goes on to show how generally one test, such as a full scale fatigue test, is sufficient to characterise this distribution. However, this is based on the assumption that the parameters to characterise the base distribution are known exactly. The examples he gives are based on parameters derived from component tests. This then
assumes that all components are identical and all failures come from the same population. This may not always be the case for an aircraft.

In addition, because the extreme value distribution is focused on the centre of the distribution instead of the tails it is somewhat insensitive to the distribution used. However, extreme value theory indicates there should be only three extreme value distributions (Gumbel, Weibull, Frechet). Freudenthal puts forward that fatigue failure, because of its very nature will always take a definite number of cycles to first failure, so that it must be the Weibull distribution (the other two extreme value distributions do not have a finite lower bound). The Weibull distribution is also known as the Fisher-Tipper Type III asymptotic distribution of the smallest extreme. The Gumbel is referred to as the Type I extreme value distribution and the Frechet is the Type II.

The distributions of the smallest and largest values in a sample will in general be functions of both the sample size and the nature of the initial distribution, Provan [34]. However, if the number of samples becomes large, and the tail of the initial distribution is of the exponential type (which includes the exponential, the normal and lognormal distributions), Cramer in 1964 showed that the smallest or largest value converges asymptotically to the so-called Type I extreme value. Since this distribution was extensively used by Gumbel in his study of extremal phenomena, it is also known as the Gumbel distribution.

The Gumbel distribution of the \textit{smallest extreme} is characterised by the distribution tending to zero as the random variate tends to minus infinity. The Probability Density Function (PDF) is given by:

$$f(t) = \frac{1}{\delta} \exp \left[ \frac{1}{\delta} (t - \alpha) - \exp \left( \frac{t - \alpha}{\delta} \right) \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where \(-\infty < t < \infty\); \(\delta > 0\); \(-\infty < \alpha < \infty\)

$$F(t) = 1 - \exp \left[ -\exp \left( \frac{t - \alpha}{\delta} \right) \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

The Gumbel distribution of the \textit{largest extreme} is such that the distribution tends to zero exponentially as the random variate tends to plus infinity. Which is given by:

$$f(t) = \frac{1}{\delta} \left[ -\frac{1}{\delta} (t - \alpha) - \exp \left( \frac{t - \alpha}{\delta} \right) \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

$$F(t) = \exp \left\{ -\exp \left[ -\left( \frac{t - \alpha}{\delta} \right) \right] \right\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

How large the sample size \(N\) is before the maximal distribution asymptotes to an extreme value distribution, depends on the type of the initial distribution. Fewer observations are required for the maximal distribution to approach the Gumbel distribution if the initial distribution is an exponential rather than a normal.

The exponential distribution can also be considered:

$$f(t) = \frac{1}{\delta} e^{-t/\delta}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)
and the cumulative distribution is given by:

\[ F(t) = 1 - e^{-t/\delta} \]  

where \( 1/\delta \) is the hazard rate. The hazard rate is defined as the limit of the failure rate as the time interval approaches zero. Thus the hazard \( h \) is defined as:

\[
h(t) = \lim_{\Delta t \to 0} \frac{F(t + \Delta t) - F(t)}{\Delta t [1 - F(t)]} = \frac{1}{1 - F(t)} \frac{dF(t)}{dt} = \frac{f(t)}{1 - F(t)}
\]  

The above distribution is characterised by the property known as a complete lack of memory. In other words, in the case of an exponentially distributed time to failure, the hazard is constant and has no memory and depends only on the specific time interval and not on the previous history, e.g. whether the component has survived 100 or 1000 hours. The exponential is a special case of the Weibull and Gamma distributions. The Gamma distribution is similar but generalises the exponential so that it represents the reliability of a system with a number of components, the failure of any one of which will lead to the failure of the system at a constant failure rate. Like the exponential, it also has no memory.

The normal probability distribution is also popular, however, its use as a reliability (or time to failure) distribution is questionable since it includes negative values in the time to failure. Lognormal is particularly of interest if the failure is due to the growth of a fatigue crack [34]. If the rate of crack growth is proportional to the crack size then the time to failure will be lognormal in the limiting case.

3.2 Methods of determining probabilities of failure

There are two sorts of uncertainties in a risk assessment [1]: Aleatory or irreducible risks, and epistemic or reducible risks. Aleatory risks consist of elements in the risk assessment which cannot be improved upon, including loads, geometry, and material properties and defects. Epistemic risks consist of uncertainties which can be improved upon with further work, which include, analysis models, strength models, statistical data bias and human error. Some elements of fatigue and risk assessment have both epistemic and aleatory components. An example is crack growth, which has behavioral trends amenable to deterministic modelling, but also has variability about the trends, which is apparently irreducible. The variability is normally dealt with by allowing the parameters of the model to be variables.

This report notes that while probabilistic models can be created given sufficient data, where there are two or more random variables, it is important to establish whether these variables are statistically independent. In other words the degree of correlation between the variables needs to be determined.

Orisamolu [1] feels that the requirement for establishing independence and allowing for it in the calculations is not accorded due importance by the analyst. In fact, most of the reliability software does not allow for correlation between the variables. Because there is generally insufficient data to adequately perform a reliability analysis, Orisamolu recommends other techniques also be used. These include confidence bounds, dual uncertainties and the Bayesian approach.
The USAF developed the probabilistic approach between about 1970–1990 [35][36]. Because the Aircraft Structural Integrity Program (ASIP) focuses on the durability and damage tolerance requirements due to fatigue damage and crack growth they conclude that probabilistic fracture mechanics is a cornerstone of any probabilistic risk assessment and follows the approach of Yang [37] for assessing the durability and damage tolerance of an aircraft. Orisamolu suggests the Canadian Forces use for future risk assessments the model used at the time by Canadair. This is the lognormal random variable model, which lumps all the uncertainty in the crack growth into a single random variable that is assumed to be lognormally distributed:

\[
\frac{da(t)}{dt} = X(t) g(\Delta K, R, a)
\]  

(13)

where \( X(t) \) is a random variable that accounts for the variability in the crack growth accumulation. However, Orisamolu also felt that more flexibility was required than provided by this simple model alone.

In addition, because of the uncertainties of the inputs to the reliability model, it is also important to determine the sensitivities of the individual parameters to the final result. System reliability methods also need to be developed to deal with the physical reality that there may be multiple flaws and defects in a given structural detail. The problem of multiple hot spots can be dealt with by simplified procedures that neglect the effects of possible interaction. e.g. load shedding and subsequent stress redistribution to adjacent members, or statistical correlation between the parameters that drive the fatigue failure at these locations. However, this approach may give overly conservative results.

Generally there are two approaches to determining the probability of failure. These are analytical or numerical. The analytical approach generally involves solving the integration problem that describes the probability of failure of the system and so adds up to find the total probability of failure at a given time. Because the solution of these problems can be quite complex there are simplifications that are made to allow the problem to be solved numerically. These include FORM/SORM which are the first order and second order reliability methods. Essentially these approximate the exact distributions of failure by equivalent normal distributions. The combination of many normal distributions is particularly easy to solve.

However the most popular way is to perform a Monte Carlo simulation. This involves repeatedly performing a deterministic analysis starting from initial conditions selected at random from the distribution appropriate to the input variable. This is repeated until a sufficiently large random sample of failed and unfailed items has been calculated so that the probability of failure can be determined directly from the sample proportions. According to Hammersly [38], this technique was first devised by Ulam and Von Neumann during World War II. Monte Carlo methods were originally developed for use on the atomic bomb to solve problems in random neutron diffusion in fissile material. The name originates from the Monte Carlo casino which Stanislaw Ulam’s uncle used to frequent.

Hence when a deterministic program for evaluating failure exists, such as a crack growth or finite element program, it can be incorporated into a larger probabilistic program. This is most easily done if the interface to the program is via a command line or can be called from another subroutine. This allows a probabilistic program to call the specific
deterministic program with the appropriate inputs as required. However, if the sole means of running a deterministic program is via a graphical interface which requires direct human input, then it cannot be used. Thus a code written for future use should have in mind three levels of input - subroutine, command line and graphical user interface.

### 3.3 NASA Recommendation

NASA have developed a series of brief guidelines [39] for the use of probabilistic fracture mechanics in spacecraft such as the Space Shuttle. They suggest a simple technique which uses the Paris or modified Forman equation for crack growth.

NASA define a limit state function $M$ as:

$$M = \int_{a_0}^{a_c} \frac{da}{Y(a)m(\sqrt{\pi a})^m} - C\nu_0(T - T_0)E[S^m]$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

where

- $a$ = crack length
- $a_0$ = initial crack size ($a_{t=0}$)
- $a_c$ = critical crack size at which fracture occurs
- $\nu_0T$ = number of stress cycles in time $T$ at average frequency
- $\nu_0T_0$ = time to crack initiation
- $C, m$ = material constants in the Paris equation
- $Y(a)$ = geometry function for physical problem under consideration
- $S$ = far-field stress range
- $E[\cdot]$ = expected value (mathematical expectation)

Failure is defined to occur when the critical crack length $a_c$ is exceeded, so that at failure $M \leq 0$. The probability of failure is then the probability that the limit state function is equal to or less than zero, which can be expressed as:

$$P_f = P[M \leq 0]$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

This integral must be evaluated numerically in all but the simplest of cases. It should be noted that all terms in Equation (14) can be treated as random or uncertain. Subsequent sensitivity analyses can be used to determine which variables may be considered as fixed (deterministic).
4 Initial Defects

It is difficult to accurately predict the rate of crack growth with traditional models, down to sizes that approach the initial defect. Most crack growth programs acknowledge a lower limit of crack growth of approximately 1mm. Below this the predicted rate of crack growth is much lower than that observed. Thus it is unreliable to use conventional crack growth programs to predict the crack growth from the initial flaw size, unless there has been some specific modification to allow for what is known as the small crack effect.

For aluminium type materials, initial flaws may be intrinsic material effects such as porosity and inclusions of the order of 1–50µm (1µm or micron, being 1 thousandth of a millimeter), or extrinsic due to drilling, etching or corrosion, which are typically larger, and of the size of 50–200µm. For determination of the probability of failure this does not present such a problem. All that is required is that there are sufficient data to characterise the initial flaws such that the predicted distribution of final crack sizes produced is statistically correct. In fact, the only time the predicted crack size needs to be strictly correct is when it interacts with other things in the real world such as the ability to be detected or is of such a size as to potentially cause failure. This approach of modelling the entire crack growth process is known as the EIFS and was developed by Rudd and Gray [9][10][11]. An alternative to using an initial defect size is to use a time to a finite crack size instead.

The development of the understanding and modelling of fatigue of materials and its variability has progressed over many years from a macroscopic/phenomenological approach to a microscopic/mechanistic approach. Initially, fatigue was modelled as simply a total failure process, and the path from the start of life to final failure was not considered. Statistics and models were developed on the statistical distribution of the time to failure and how it is affected by load amplitude, load sequence, material, etc. These whole-of-life statistics and models underpin the safe life approach to the management of aircraft safety.

However, it has been well known from the start of fatigue research that fatigue is a process in which a crack initiates at a particular location and grows slowly and progressively under service loading to a size at which the residual strength of the structure is insufficient to sustain the prevailing loads, and rapid failure occurs. The ability to model the key stages of this process (initiation, growth and fast fracture) has been the subject of much research. This modelling underpins the damage tolerance approach to the management of aircraft safety. The fast fracture stage was the initial domain of fracture mechanics research, and may be regarded as being at a mature state of understanding and modelling, although the progression from the onset of fast fracture to total structural failure often involves many assumptions.

In recent years, the main focus of the research has been on modelling the crack growth stage. There has been less recent research on the initiation stage. The EIFS approach effectively sweeps up all the complexity in the initiation process of a crack being triggered by some defect and evolving into a regular shape for self-similar growth. EIFS is therefore a construct, a projection of self-similar crack growth back to the start of loading, and is only loosely correlated with the defect size at which the crack began. This limits the portability of EIFS across materials, structural configurations, load spectra and even stress amplitudes in some instances. Nonetheless, the EIFS construct is a useful, practical
engineering approach to dealing with the initiation stage, pending the outcome of more research. EIFS contains both aleatory and epistemic contributions, but is treated as a wholly aleatory entity. Future research should separate the contributors to EIFS and appropriately model them. This remains as perhaps the final frontier of fatigue research, leading to the ability to do accurate predictions of the fatigue of structures.

Manning, Yang and Rudd [40] give examples of how to calculate EIFS using fractographic data combined with a number of different growth models. They show how to determine initial flaw distributions from what they hope would become a standardised coupon test. They proposed coupon tests with no load transfer (through a rivet) and 15% load transfer to determine the initial flaw quality for fastener holes. A fastener is required in a hole to fully restrain the sides of the hole. The amount of restraint the fastener provides depends on the type of fastener and how well it fits the hole and the stress level it is subjected to. However, they were unsure whether open hole specimens could be used conservatively to determine the EIFS of fastener holes. No hard and fast rules were given for the number of specimens to be tested, other than saying it depends on the type of specimen to be used, such as whether it is a single hole or a multiple hole and the design variables which need to be accounted for, such as material, fastener type and fit, fastener diameter, bolt torque, manufacturing variations, fretting environment, stress level, load spectra etc. Based on this alone it would seem the number of coupons required to determine all these variations is unrealistically high.

Manning also recommends that crack growth data should be obtained from fractographic examination of the cracks. However, he cautions that the minimum crack size that needs to be determined from fractography should be consistent with the minimum crack size for use in linear elastic fracture mechanics and is typically of the order of 0.127 mm. He suggests that a crack in the region of 0.25-1.25 mm would be reasonable to assess the initial flaw quality of fastener holes.

In deriving the optimum initial flaw distribution, the best combination of parameters should minimize the error between predictions based on the candidate EIFS and the actual fractographic results. Ideally the EIFS distribution should be fitted so that the best fit to the data is at the upper tail portion of the population, because it is the largest EIFS that will govern the durability of the structure.

In fitting the crack growth data, Manning, Yang and Rudd [40] were happy to use a variety of linear and log-linear approaches. They solved for the parameters of best fit using least squares. It is necessary to determine a master service crack growth curve for each region that is to be analyzed. For a reliable prediction of the crack exceedance distribution, the crack growth master curve should be compatible with the EIFS distribution used. Guidelines for this are available in Manning [41] [42]. The EIFS should then be grown forwards in the same way the fractographic data was extrapolated back. This requires that the master crack growth curve be based on the same law that was used for the normalised EIFS master curve.

The article by Manning, Yang and Rudd [40] gives an example of a risk analysis of the lower wing skins of a fighter aircraft. This was a real aircraft that was durability tested to 16,000 flight hours which was equivalent to two service lives, using a 500 hour representative block spectrum. Both wings had the same loading and at the end of the testing a teardown inspection was performed inspecting all of the holes in the lower wing
skin using eddy current. Those holes that were found to have an indication were subject to fractographi
cic examination. They found 26 holes cracked in the right hand wing and 7 holes cracked in the left hand wing that had cracks greater than 0.76 mm at 16 000 hours.

The initial flaw-size distribution was based on a three parameter Weibull distribution. They also pooled this data with coupon test results by testing a series of coupons at three different stress levels. For the risk analysis they divided the lower wing skins into 10 stressed regions, and determined a master crack growth rate for each region. Once they had the crack growth rate curves and the initial flaw size distribution they were able to determine the fastener hole crack size exceedance distribution for the wing at 16 000 hours. However that was the extent of the analysis. There was no attempt at defining probability levels of failure. While they were aware that the largest cracks are the critical ones they do not consider that only the largest crack is really of significance.

Although there are a number of publications determining the distribution of initial flaws for typical holes, the determination of initial flaws has largely been neglected [43].

However, there have been six major investigations undertaken to determine the distribution of EIFS or EPS for a number of materials. Refs. [44][45] were based on teardown data of aircraft fastener holes. One investigation [46] was based on defects due to the etching process used during the manufacture of F/A-18 bulkheads. Another substantial investigation by Molent et al. [47] developed initial flaw sizes for the materials and processes used in the manufacture of the F/A-18 bulkheads.

One drawback with teardown data collected from aircraft is that the loading sequence is generally unknown and hence it becomes difficult to determine the crack size as a function of time. Conversely, by using coupon tests with a repeated fatigue load sequence and fractography, it is possible to determine the crack size from very small initial flaws (microns) until failure (millimeters), but at the expense of moving away from “representative structure”.

For fighter aircraft where the majority of the crack growth consists of growth in the sub-millimeter range it is important to characterise the distribution of initial flaws accurately in these regions. However, nearly all attempts to quantify EIFS have focused on flaws originating from fastener holes.

Wang [44] conducted a test on 2 coupons made from 2024-T3 aluminium alloy with 24 unfilled holes in each coupon. By cutting out the cracks when small with a hole saw, he was able to continue testing the panel until all holes had been removed and examined (an interference fit plug was installed in the excised hole to prevent further cracking). In addition, by testing with a sequence containing identifiable marker loads it was possible to determine the rate of crack growth. However because of the time consuming process of performing fractography with an SEM he was not able to determine the crack growth curves for each hole and had to resort to using an average crack growth curve to determine the EIFS. If the marker band spacing was greater than a micron, long working distance optical microscopes would have provided a quicker method for measuring the rate of crack growth.

As is commonly noted for small cracks the growth was found to be exponential [46][48]. Also noted was that the growth rate of a crack was influenced by cracking on the opposite side of the hole. The scatter in the final fatigue life was able to be described in terms of
EIFS, micro-crack growth, and macro-crack growth. The origins of failures were found to be from tool-marks, burrs and inclusions.

Kiddle [49] provides crack nucleation count results from 134 fatigue tests on lug specimens of four different aluminium alloys.

4.1 Types of structural details

There are three different types of structural details that are fatigue critical. These details are different because of the way they affect the number and position of initiation sites, how cracks from these sites link up and grow, and the NDI means used to detect the presence of these cracks.

The three main types of features which commonly initiate cracks because of the higher stress concentration they cause are

1. holes
2. fillets
3. lugs

It is debatable whether lugs should be treated any differently from holes. Lockheed [50] conducted a comprehensive survey of fatigue cracking from lugs, and after questioning many NDI inspectors, they were not uniformly of the opinion that lugs were simply another form of hole. Of note is the fact that there are only a few lug holes so they may be expected to receive better NDI treatment. In addition the degree of hole clearance and diameter to thickness ratios have a significant effect on the number and position of the initial flaw sites that result in fatigue cracks. Finally, lug joints usually involve high load transfer through the pin, whereas other joints with holes usually involve clamp-up action with faying surface friction load transfer and often there is a high bypass stress compared to the stress due to load transfer. Of course, there are also many open holes in an aircraft structure.

In another extensive review of failures of lugs in service, Kiddle [49] found when one side of the lug hole was cracked the other side was also cracked. (All but 2 of 155 specimens tested were cracked on both sides of the lugs). Kiddle also found there was a strong trend toward increasing the number of flaw origins with increasing stress. This may be caused by higher stress levels being able to crack inclusions present in the material, which then grow into fatigue cracks. At lower stress levels the inclusions remain intact. Although the finishing process of the material will also dictate how many inclusions are broken.
5 Crack growth

5.1 Probabilistic Effects in Crack Growth

Bent [51] looks at how to include random effects in a risk analysis of fatigue failure. A study by Yang [52] looks at crack propagation in fastener holes of aircraft structures and in a centre cracked panel with both subjected to random spectrum loading. Yang models the crack propagation rate as a lognormal process using:

\[
\frac{dA}{dn} = C(t) (\Delta K)^m
\]  

(16)

where \(C(t)\) is considered as a random process and \(m\) is a material property. In this study, Yang considered two extreme possibilities for the correlation length of the random process \(C(t)\). For zero correlation length \(C(t)\) becomes a white noise process, for an infinite correlation length it becomes a random variable. The white noise process introduced little scatter in the crack propagation time histories. Whereas the random variable option resulted in high scatter. The experimental results were found to be in between these extremes, hence the correlation parameter of the process was calibrated to reproduce the scatter observed in the experimental results.

Thus a simple lognormal random process model was able to reproduce the faster and slower rate of crack growth of individual crack length histories observed in experiments. Yang suggests that although good agreement was found by modelling the scatter with \(C(t)\), which is variability of the crack propagation rate in time, if the scatter is due to material inhomogeneities, it would be more appropriate to model \(C\) as a random process as a function of crack length \(a\). When time is introduced as the parameter, the results become dependent on the level of loading, since the crack propagates over more or less material within the same time depending on the loading level.

Models that consider \(C\) as a function of crack size have been proposed by Ortiz [53] where he uses:

\[
\frac{dA}{dn} = \frac{C_1}{C_2(a)} (\Delta K)^m
\]  

(17)

where \(C_1\) is a random variable describing fluctuations in mean behavior of different specimens, and \(C_2(a)\) is a lognormal random process of crack size describing deviation from mean crack growth within a specimen. Ortiz found that the correlation length was close to zero and \(C_2\) could be approximated as a white noise process. i.e. within a particular coupon the growth rate is uncorrelated. Additional variables can also be introduced into crack propagation laws to account for modelling errors [54].

5.2 Micromechanism of fatigue crack growth

The ability to be able to predict fatigue crack growth (whether deterministically or probabilistically) is hampered by a lack of understanding in how fatigue cracks grow. Although there exist hundreds of thousands of reports or articles on fatigue crack growth, much of this literature aims to document what happens and not why it happens. An understanding of why things happen is important because it sets the limits of applicability
of various data sets, or at least includes variables that may need to be considered in the analysis. It also provides the starting point for a mechanistically based model. So we shall start with a brief summary of crack growth in aluminium alloys.

Cracks appear to grow from defects, very early on in the life of the component. When small, the method of crack advance appears to be by striations, such that the position of the crack front is indicated by the extent of a given striation [55]. (The proof of this fundamental statement is not strong so this may not be the case.) Striation advance seems to be caused at least in part, by an environmentally-assisted cleavage-like mechanism. The process is enabled by the presence of water vapor, which when in contact with freshly exposed aluminium (such as during the formation of a crack) will release free hydrogen atoms which are absorbed into the material allowing striations to be formed (either by increasing or decreasing the local ductility, the exact change is not known). The tension part of the load cycle causes the crack to propagate. There is a critical threshold of moisture/crack advance, such that below this level, striations (generally of types referred to as ductile or brittle) are not formed, and what appears is a wrinkled surface separated by irregular fissuring. This wrinkled surface has been termed as coarse striations, however the size and number of the striations do not correspond to the application of the individual loads. Crack growth below this threshold is an order of magnitude slower than above this threshold. Thus, in a vacuum environment such as found for internal flaws, which have no air or moisture, cracks typically have growth rates an order of magnitude lower than exposed external flaws.

Crack growth predictions [56] are generally based on relating the stress intensity at the tip of a crack to the stress intensity of cracks in specimens under constant amplitude loading. However to determine the equivalent stress intensity for a real aircraft is more complex and may be influenced by [43]:

1. crack geometry and location,
2. the types and combinations of external loads, for example tension and bending, and biaxial versus uniaxial loading,
3. fastener hole geometry (countersunk versus cylindrical),
4. the load distribution in pin-loaded holes,
5. fastener fit (neat fit, press fit, interference fit),
6. fastener hole residual stresses due to cold working and/or hole expansion, and
7. fretting in pin-loaded holes and at faying surfaces.

Most probabilistic risk assessments use linear elastic fracture mechanics with a simple law for predicting the rate of crack growth [33]. This may be the Paris law of growth (which is reasonable for constant amplitude growth typically found with transport aircraft fuselage pressurisation or ground-air-ground cycles and subject to the crack tip being away from stress concentration plastic zones).

However, when the spectrum is not constant amplitude, the effect of acceleration and retardation due to overloads and underloads can be important. However, whether it is
worthwhile to consider retardation effects is also dependent on whether the exact sequence is available from the aircraft or whether a partial or typical sequence has to be used. If only a statistical description of the sequence is available then a number of predictions will have to be made to determine the effect of acceleration or retardation on the variability in fatigue life due to sequence effects.

All (to the author’s knowledge) crack growth programs focus on deriving an answer which should agree with the average of a number of test results. No (standard) program seems to consider that knowledge of the accuracy of the answer is also important, particularly when used in a structural risk assessment. In these cases the accuracy of the answer can be included as just another uncertain variable. Therefore, knowing the accuracy of a fatigue life prediction becomes more important than predicting the average fatigue life since this variability can be incorporated in the risk analysis.

The issue of model inaccuracy can arise in a number of circumstances:

1. the model is too simplistic to capture the general crack growth behavior, e.g. an exponential crack growth model cannot capture the marked acceleration of crack growth rate at long crack lengths,

2. the model parameters are tuned to give a good fit to one load spectrum but the model is then inaccurate for other load spectra (in some respects this is a subset of the first case), and

3. a fixed model with clear deficiencies is required to be used, e.g. a fatigue tracking model that comes with an aircraft.

In summary, (as for the calibration of a measuring instrument) the systematic errors in a crack growth model need to be accounted for as well as the random errors. If the systematic errors are unpredictable, then it is possible to allow for them through an appropriate random variable.

5.3 Current state of predicting fatigue crack growth with a known sequence

The ability to be able to predict fatigue crack growth both deterministically and stochastically has made a number of important advances over the years\(^3\):

1939 Minimal Extreme Value Distribution developed

In 1939 Weibull [57] developed a statistical distribution determined experimentally from the strength of materials based on the weakest link. The distribution matched the failure strength of material. Later it was realised that this represented an extreme value distribution which related the maximum and minimums of a group of items. Weibull [15] went on in 1949 to apply this to represent the minimum time to failure for fatigued items.

\(^3\)Note: this is only intended to be an overview. For a comprehensive review see Suresh [3]
1945 Miner proposed the cumulative linear damage model. This fatigue damage model which was originally proposed by Palmgren, and was re-discovered by Miner in 1945.

1951 First photographs showing striations
These were obtained by Zapffe and Worden [58] by using a normal microscope. Up until this point there was no documented evidence that people were using microscopes to look at the fracture surface. This was primarily because the irregular fracture surface required a large working distance lense. High magnification lenses generally have short working distances and so cannot be used to view most fractures. However, some fractures are very flat and could still be viewed with short working distance lenses available at the time. Modern lens have now been designed for longer working distances which makes viewing fatigue cracks easier.

1957 Stress Intensity Factor defined
Irwin in 1957 [59] characterised the state of the crack tip by the new parameter stress intensity factor. At the time, this was only used to predict the stress levels of static fracture. However the use of the stress intensity parameter was extended into fatigue crack growth assuming that the rate of crack growth was dependent on the stress intensity at the tip of a crack.

1958 One load cycle produces one fatigue striation
By examination of striation patterns produced in a laboratory environment from a number of specially designed loading sequences, Ryder [60] made the correlation that one load cycle produces one striation by looking at simple sequences with different load magnitudes. Later work by McMillan and Pelloux [61] showed that the striation advance was produced by the tension only part of the cycle. The compression load changed the appearance of the striations profile but did not affect the amount of advance.

1961 General Crack growth law by Paris and Erdogan
In 1961 Paris [62] proposed that the rate of crack growth for a particular cycle \( \frac{da}{dn} \) is related to the stress intensity and the stress ratio of the cycle. Paris and Erdogan [56] quantified this to the simple relationship that relates the change in stress intensity in the cycle to the crack growth rate intensity at the crack tip \( \Delta K \).

\[
\frac{da}{dn} = C \Delta K^m
\]  
(18)

Where the material constants \( C \) and \( m \) have to be obtained experimentally. Interestingly, when first submitted for publication, Paris’ paper was rejected by some of the top fracture journals of the day. This was probably due to a number of apparent problems with the formulation, amongst them that the units are inconsistent when the exponent \( m \) is not 2, and that the use of \( \Delta K \) implies a perfectly plastic material (at least at the crack tip). This would seem to be because the memory effect in a crack is completely wiped out during the compression part of the cycle. Thus the start of the tension cycle is effectively starting from zero and giving rise to the crack advance being proportional to \( \Delta K \).
However despite these shortcomings, the Paris equation does seem to work over a large range of crack growth, albeit for largely constant amplitude cycling and large cracks.

1971 Crack closure proposed by Elber

Elber [63] proposed that the plastic zones in the wake of the crack tip actually hold the crack open, which has the effect of reducing the range of stress intensity and hence the driving force of the crack growth. Elber suggested a modification to the Paris law Equation (18) gives the effective stress intensity at the crack tip $\Delta K_{\text{eff}}$ as the stress intensity range that drives the crack given by:

$$\Delta K_{\text{eff}} = K_{\text{max}} - \max(K_{\text{min}}, K_o)$$ (19)

where $K_o$ is the crack opening stress intensity.

1976 EIFS Rudd and Gray

By using fractographic results and back extrapolating, Rudd and Gray [9][10][11] produced an estimate of the equivalent flaws that, when grown forward with a master curve based on the average of individual crack growth curves, would produce a distribution of cracks at some time (when the cracks are measurable) which is the same as the measured distribution of crack sizes.

5.4 Crack Growth Laws

It is traditionally recognized that some version of the Paris crack growth law (Equation (18)) coupled with a cycle counting technique [64] gives the best estimation of crack growth. This is done in essentially a cycle by cycle approach. However, when trying to account for acceleration and retardation effects, it is necessary to implement a material memory which can then modify the crack growth equation. A simple memory effect is introduced by including the $R$ ratio in the crack growth equation. In conjunction with $\Delta K$ this means the equation has knowledge/memory of $K_{\text{max}}$ and $K_{\text{min}}$.

Extensions to the Paris Equation (18) were made by a number of people including Walker [65] who extended the equation to include the effect of stress ratio, and Forman [66] who modified the equation to include the effect of $R$ ratio and accelerated growth associated with large stress intensity. The Walker equation allows for the effect of $R$ ratio to be matched with experimental data. However, the Forman equation is somewhat more limited since the $R$ ratio effect is coupled with the determination of the acceleration effect. Nonetheless, the Forman equation is more widely used.

The Walker equation [65] for predicting the rate of crack growth is:

$$\frac{da}{dN} = C \left[ \frac{\Delta K}{(1 - R)^{1-m}} \right]^n$$ (20)

The Forman Equation [66] is similar:

$$\frac{da}{dN} = C \frac{\Delta K^n}{(1 - R)K_C - \Delta K}$$ (21)
The Forman equation takes into account the rapid rise of crack growth rate as the maximum stress intensity factor approaches the fracture toughness $K_C$. There are a number of models available to explain the stress ratio $R$ dependency, although the physical reason for this dependency is not precisely known. Crack closure proposes some rationale, however some materials show a significant effect of negative $R$ ratios down to $-1$, which cannot be explained by crack closure. There are also explanations provided by crack tip blunting, residual stresses close to the crack tip and possibly residual strain hardening.

Ultimately the determination of all crack growth rates is performed experimentally (and generally only constant amplitude data are published), however progress has been made on further identifying those features that determine the similitude conditions so that data obtained from constant amplitude tests can be applied to an arbitrary sequence of loads.

Another feature noted about crack growth is that it tends to be self similar. This means that over a large range of scales the crack looks the same. The two most important features are the size of the plastic zone ahead of the crack, and the crack length. Provided the ratio between these two features remains constant, then the crack growth rate should only be proportional to the crack length. This results in an exponential rate of crack growth which was found by Frost and Dugdale \cite{48,67} to be in agreement with measured crack growth rates.

The constants for all these equations are generally based on constant amplitude data (although this is not a requirement). When these crack growth equations are applied to fatigue sequences experienced by aircraft they tend to result in conservative predictions by factors of the order of 2–10 \cite{68}.

In attempting to improve the prediction of crack growth, a number of researchers such as Wheeler \cite{69} and Willenborg \cite{70}, proposed modification of the rate of crack growth based on the effect of the crack tip growing into a plastic zone left from previous overloads. Wheeler believed the retardation should be related to some fraction of the size of the plane strain plastic zone $a_1$, and Willenborg believed it should be related to the size of the plane stress plastic zone $a_2$. Measurements by Lankford and Davidson \cite{71} showed the measured size of the plastic zone ahead of a crack after an overload, was in between the predicted plane stress and plane strain sizes for intermediate overloads, and closer to the calculated plane strain size for large overloads.

They modelled the process by the crack slowing down as it moves through the plastic zone. Actual measurements of the rate of crack growth show that there is an initial acceleration of the first few striations before they begin to decelerate and slow down for the next few hundred striations, then gradually increase in size until they resume their normal rate of growth.

In addition, they did not consider that the direction of the crack growth is influenced by the type of loading applied in the cycle. Lankford and Davidson \cite{71} showed that the fatigue crack tends to change direction after an overload and tends to avoid the most intense zone.

The plastic zones are given by \cite{71}:

$$\text{plane strain : } a_1 = \frac{1}{2\sqrt{2\pi}} \left( \frac{K_{ol}}{\sigma_y} \right)^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (22)
where \( \sigma_y \) is the flow stress at one percent plastic strain and \( K_{ol} \) is the overload stress intensity.

5.5 Crack Closure

In order to calculate crack growth rates, it is necessary to determine the stress intensity at the tip of the crack. This can be found for different types of cracks in particular geometries. These can best be obtained from standard handbooks [72]. However modification can be made to the standard stress intensity factor to incorporate sequence effects. In analyzing sequence effects, Marris [73] found that the rate of crack growth rate increased if compression load cycles were introduced into an otherwise zero to tension loading. A number of models have been proposed to account for retardation and acceleration. Early models were based on the plastic zone size at the tip, such as the Willenborg model [70] and the Wheeler model [69]. Present day models seem to favour crack closure [74][75].

In thin sheet material, large overloads in a loading sequence cause plastic deformation ahead of the crack. It is postulated as subsequent loads cause the crack to grow through the plastic zone caused by the overload, the stretched zone passes into the wake of the crack, leaving a lump on the crack face. These lumps created through the plastic zone process have the effect of propping open the crack and thus reducing the effect of small loads on the crack tip. This is because the crack tip is not open at any loads below a given threshold, since compression of the lump takes place. This effect is known as crack closure, and although postulated by Elber [63] as due to plasticity, it has also been observed due to surface roughness and corrosion.

Normally the crack closure is considered to be caused by plastic deformations left in the wake of the crack, but oxide debris, crack branching and crack surface micro-roughness may also cause crack closure [76].

The problem with experimentally determining the effect of plasticity induced crack closure is that experiments cannot distinguish between roughness induced closure which may result in some point contact over the surface of the crack face, and plasticity induced closure which is supposedly a uniform contact over the length of the crack tip. Another drawback of the plasticity induced crack closure model is that it treats the material as homogeneous, whereas at the scale of striation formation, the material behavior is dependent on the grain orientation, and the mechanisms at this level involve slip bands and cleavage. In addition, these mechanisms are also dependent on the environment present at the crack tip.

Allowing for the effect of the crack tip not experiencing the full range of stress intensity, goes some way to explaining the discrepancy between predicted crack growth from constant amplitude coupon data when applied to a variable spectrum. However, despite over thirty years of investigation and characterisation, it is difficult to be certain of the actual mechanism [77]. This is because it is difficult to directly study the crack tip and it is only done through indirect means. Thus there remains significant dispute as to whether
crack closure exists and its effect on the rate of crack growth [78]. Some methods used to investigate crack closure are listed below:

1. striation spacing for special load sequences,
2. determining wake contact from ultrasonic diffraction, potential drop and X-ray techniques, and
3. direct measurement of the $\Delta K_{\text{eff}}$ from the stress field such as from the method of caustics.

This difficulty in defining and modelling closure is perhaps one of the reasons it is not universally implemented, even though the concept of an effective driving force on the crack tip is widely accepted.

However, fatigue crack growth models based on closure have generally shown an improvement in being able to predict crack growth of a realistic spectrum [74]. The de Koning model [74] is called CORPUS (Computation Of Retarded Propagation under Spectrum Loading). This model is based on an approximate description of opening and closure. The model calculates the crack tip opening stress for a cycle as a function of the maximum stress intensity $K_{\text{max}}$ and the minimum stress intensity $K_{\text{min}}$ that may come any time after $K_{\text{max}}$, but will have the effect of reducing the size of the opening stress (large compressive loads reduce the height of the lump that props the crack tip open).

The procedure defined by the model keeps track of all the lumps on the crack face while the crack tip is within the monotonic plastic zone generated from $K_{\text{max}}$. The largest lump will prop the crack open, but all lumps can be subsequently reduced due to subsequent underloads. There are also minor refinements in determining the size of the plastic zone and the effect of material thickness, which determines whether there is a plane stress or plane strain condition which also significantly affects the size of the plastic zone.

Two plastic zones are created, a monotonic plastic zone which is created in the material ahead of the crack tip into either pre-yielded or untouched material, and a reversed plastic zone which is much smaller (typically a quarter of the size of the monotonic zone) which is created from the compressive loads. The reversed plastic zone, when penetrated by the crack tip, creates lumps on the crack face which prop open the crack. There is little effect due to the size of the reversed plastic zone and it is only significantly effective while the crack is within the monotonic plastic zone.

By processing the sequence on a cycle by cycle basis the crack tip opening stress can be determined and so the crack growth is calculated. As per most crack growth models, the crack size is then the summation of all crack growth increments.

Wanhill [43] in a review of the ability to predict fatigue crack growth, has noted that this sensitivity to closure is more apparent for thin sheet materials where the plastic zone is larger, due to plane stress conditions, than in thicker materials. It can also lead to more variation in crack growth when the large loads are infrequent or the crack growth rates due to either material selection or loading are small, since more crack growth occurs in the plastic zone.
All these characteristics of thin sheet, infrequent large loads and low rate of crack growth are typical of transport aircraft. Thus, particular attention should be paid to these factors when dealing with a probabilistic analysis of these types of aircraft.

5.5.1 Strip Yield Models

A number of models have been developed that predict the amount of plastic deformation just ahead of and behind the crack [79][80]. Strip yield models were first developed by Hill in 1976 using Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) to determine the deformation of material around a fictitious crack which includes the plastic zone. By assuming the material is elastic-perfectly plastic, the amount of plastic stretch can be calculated at different positions along the crack face. By keeping track of the stress levels required to bring the faces into contact an estimate of the crack opening stress can be made. By coupling this model with crack growth models, the cycle by cycle crack growth can be determined for an arbitrary sequence. The drawback with this method is the large computation time required to solve for the crack opening stress of each cycle.

The degree of restraint at the crack tip (whether plane stress or plane strain or some intermediate value) has been found to be an important parameter in predicting the correct level of plasticity.

5.6 Short Crack Regime

While LEFM has been successful in predicting the rate of crack growth under a variety of different loads, there have been discrepancies in what has been termed the short crack domain (typically less than 125 μm or 0.005 in). It has been observed that for short cracks the rate of crack growth is not always a simple function of the stress intensity, with significant variation being observed, and is generally higher than for long cracks.

Leis and Forte [81] attribute the short crack effect as being due to the restraint on the tip of the crack when in a plastic zone caused by a stress concentration. They indicate fracture mechanics still apply in this region but should be equivalent to the crack growth experienced by a coupon in an equivalent constant (yield) strain restraint instead of constant load.

By comparing the crack growth rate for coupons with load control with those using edge strain control they were able to show that the short crack effect is not characterised by the length of the crack but the control condition at the tip of the crack. A notch with a large plastic zone may develop a long crack which exhibits the short crack effect.

Part of the problem of dealing with short cracks is in generating unambiguous data. This is made difficult by the following sources of error in measuring a short crack:

1. locating the crack tip; surface cracks may show significant branching, making it difficult to measure the crack tip,
2. determining the absolute length of the crack,
3. determining the relative advance of the crack, and
4. there may be many small cracks before a single dominant crack develops.

5.7 What is a cycle?

One drawback with nearly all crack growth programs or models is the lack of a precise
definition of what constitutes a cycle. For constant amplitude loading it is fairly obvious
to determine, however for a variable amplitude sequence it is really a question of how to
estimate variable amplitude crack growth rates from constant amplitude data. There is
no specific requirement that constant amplitude data must be used, but that is the data
that is generally available [82].

McMillian and Pelloux [61] have shown that crack growth occurs only during the rising
portion of load cycles.

5.8 Predicting crack growth from a representative sequence

Generally, direct use of the Paris equation does not produce good agreement with a
variable load amplitude test result.

Barsom [83] showed (for steel) that a modification of the Paris equation (Equation (18)),
also proposed by Paris, was more effective in predicting random sequences. He used

\[
\frac{da}{dn} = A \Delta K_{\text{RMS}}^m
\]

where \( A \) and \( m \) are constants and \( \Delta K_{\text{RMS}} = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \Delta K_i^2} \) is the root mean square value
of the stress intensity ranges in the sequence. A similar approach known as the Block
Approach developed by Barter et al. [68].

5.9 Using fractographic data to determine initial flaw size

When cracks are small, most of the variability comes from the initial flaw size. Frac-
tography can be used to measure the rate of crack growth for each repeated block if there
is an easily recognizable pattern of loads within a block. This is most applicable for labor-
atory test pieces where a controlled sequence can be applied repeatedly. However cracks
from service aircraft become more difficult to analyse because of the lack of a repeating
pattern. Sometimes however, environmental effects also leave their mark on the surface
of a crack (through a discoloration of the surface), such as when an aircraft is brought in
for servicing. Knowledge of these events in combination with examination of the fracture
surface can reveal the true rate of crack propagation.

Fractographic analysis is generally performed with an optical microscope using magni-
fications of 200–500 times. An optical microscope is more able to show color variation
on the surface, and provides a larger view of the crack so that a number of blocks of
the repeating pattern can be seen in the field of view at one time. This allows the crack
front to be tracked. Too high a magnification can easily lead to losing track of the crack
progression.
Because these patterns or any fatigue striations may not be easily identified when the crack growth rate is small, extrapolation of the crack growth back to zero time is required. A number of ways have been proposed to back extrapolate the fractographic curve but these are generally variations of two methods.

**extrapolate back the a vs time curve** This involves simply plotting the crack size (usually on a logarithmic scale) as a function of time and then extrapolating this curve back to zero time to find the equivalent initial flaw size.

**extrapolate back the rate of growth $da/dt$ versus a curve** Since for a constant load the only thing changing is the crack size, the change in the rate of growth should be a function of the crack size. This can be expressed by fitting a simple equation of the form [84]

$$\frac{da}{dt} = Qa^b$$  \hspace{1cm} (25)

in which Q and b are parameters depending on loading spectra, structural material properties etc. However any smooth fitting curve to the data should be sufficient. Because this function depends only on the difference in crack size the curve is independent of the initial flaw size. So the initial flaw has to be found by integrating this curve from a known starting point.
6 Probability Distributions Used

A probability provides a quantitative description of the likely occurrence of a particular event. Probability is conventionally expressed on a scale from 0 to 1; a rare event has a probability close to 0, a very common event has a probability close to 1.

How do I choose a distribution? There are a number of different distributions that can be used in risk calculations. Some of the more common distributions that are used are the normal, log normal, Weibull and Gumbel. In some cases the distributions fit the data perfectly. In the cases where a good fit cannot be found it becomes important to find out which section of data is most critical in the risk calculation.

For example in the case of stress exceedance data the most critical part of the data are the exceedances at the higher stresses. Therefore it is important to fit this section of the data more accurately than the lower stress exceedances.

If you have some information on the mechanism of the formation of the variables it may be possible to choose a distribution using this information. For example, a random variable for the length of a chain which is the sum of many (unknown) random length links will generally be a normal distribution (based on the central limit theorem).

The product of random steps results in a lognormal distribution. For example random steps such as the growth of an inclusion in a time step where the growth is a random factor of the previous step’s inclusion size should result in a lognormal distribution.

Similarly the Weibull will best represent the distribution of the life (or strength) of the chain since the life of the chain is based on the shortest life of any link (based on extreme value theory).

Gumbel will be obtained as the maximum life or strength of the chain. Hence exceedances of random data are typically Gumbel.

The maximum likelihood method is a method to determine the parameters of best fit for a given distribution to a set of data. In the case of a normal distribution, these parameters would be the mean and standard deviation. Although the method is not based on any firm mathematical theory [85], it does produce good estimates of the unknown parameters. The method is based on the premise that the data collected will be the most probable set of all data obtained from the distribution. To work out the probability of this data set occurring is simply a matter of working out the frequency of each data point. The frequency is obtained from the PDF. So the probability of a data point occurring is proportional to the value of the PDF at that point. So the probability $L$ (the likelihood) of the entire data set occurring is the product of the probabilities of each of the individual observations $x_i$ multiplied together:

$$L = \prod_{i=0}^{n} f(x_i)$$  \hspace{1cm} (26)

The maximum value of the likelihood function can be determined by performing a non-linear maximisation to vary the unknown parameters that characterise the distribution, which are say, the mean $\mu$ and the standard deviation $\sigma$. The likelihood function can also include other effects such as censored data (i.e. the test was stopped before failure of the sample) and a finite accuracy in readout data [86].
6.1 Time to failure/crack initiation

Many authors [15][87][88][89] propose the use of the Weibull distribution (two parameter) for the time to failure or the time to crack initiation. Although Yang and Trapp [90] have indicated that use of a Weibull may be unconservative.

The Weibull distribution is given by the equation:

\[ f(t) = \frac{\alpha}{\beta^\alpha} t^{\alpha-1} \exp \left( -\left( \frac{t}{\beta} \right)^\alpha \right) \]  

(27)

\[ F(t) = 1 - \exp\left\{ -(t/\beta)^\alpha \right\} \]  

(28)

where \( F(t) \) is the distribution function of the probability that the fatigue life is less than or equal to \( t \), \( \alpha \) is the shape parameter and \( \beta \) is the scale parameter. A three parameter Weibull distribution can be obtained by replacing the variable \( t \) with an offset variable \( t - \gamma \). This means that no failures will occur before time \( \gamma \). This can be loosely applied to fatigue failures that take some time to develop.

However Yang and Trapp [90] examined aircraft structures in service and found that the distribution of time to crack initiation is not Weibull, and that the prediction based on the Weibull distribution is unconservative in early service life.

6.2 Initial flaw size distribution

The normal distribution is given by:

\[ f(t) = \frac{1}{\sigma \sqrt{2\pi}} \exp \left( -\frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{t - \mu}{\sigma} \right)^2 \right) \]  

(29)

\[ F(t) = \frac{1}{\sigma \sqrt{2\pi}} \int_{-\infty}^{t} \exp \left( -\frac{1}{2} \left( \xi - \mu \right)^2 \right) d\xi \]  

(30)

The lognormal distribution is:

\[ f(t) = \frac{1}{\sigma' \sqrt{2\pi}} \exp \left( -\frac{1}{2} \left( \ln t - \mu' \right)^2 \right) \]  

(31)

\[ F(t) = \frac{1}{\sigma' \sqrt{2\pi}} \int_{0}^{t} \exp \left[ -\frac{1}{2} \left( \ln \xi - \mu' \right)^2 \right] d\xi \]  

(32)

where \( \mu' \) and \( \sigma' \) are the mean and standard deviation of \( \ln t \) (not \( t \)).

Yang and Manning [91][92] proposed the Weibull compatible distribution for representing a cumulative EIFS distribution. The Weibull compatible distribution produces a Weibull distribution of time to failure when used with an exponential rate of crack growth. The distribution is given by the equation:

\[ F_{a(0)}(x) = \exp \left\{ -\left[ \frac{\log(x_u/x)}{\phi} \right]^\alpha \right\} \quad 0 < x < x_u \]  

(33)
where \( a(0) = \text{EIFS} \) and is the crack size at time \( t = 0 \), \( x_u = \text{EIFS upper bound limit} \) and \( \alpha \) and \( \phi \) are empirical parameters. Artley \[13\] suggests the upper limit to flaw size may be based on a lower limit of inspectability.

Gruenberg et al. \[93\] conducted a series of fatigue tests on notched specimens (half round hole on one side of the coupon) to compare the distribution of fatigue lives with those predicted from assuming cracks grow from inclusions. Inclusions were measured to obtain a log normal distribution of particle areas and these were then used to derive an effective radius of crack initiation. Good results were obtained for crack breakthrough to surface (i.e. subsurface initiation) and for total fatigue lives. Better results were obtained for shorter lives.

### 6.3 Crack growth distributions

For measuring crack growth rates it has been proposed by Artley \[94\] to use

\[
\log(da/dt) = \log(C) + n \log \hat{K}
\]

where \( \hat{K} \) is the spectrum peak stress intensity factor. Thus this is a linear relationship on a log-log scale. Note the similarity of Equation (34) to Equation (16).

Yang and Manning \[95\] indicate that lognormal random variables are appropriate to use for modelling crack growth variability, simply because lognormal results in conservative crack growth predictions, as its statistical dispersion is the largest among the class of general random processes. They also suggest that it is useful because it is mathematically simple, it is conservative, and yet it accounts for the variations in material crack growth resistance, usage severity, and utilisation. Further only a small number of tests are required to calibrate probabilistic crack growth models. Reasonable crack growth predictions for structural details have previously been obtained for both coupon specimens and full scale aircraft structures.

The variability in \( da/dt \) can be accounted for using a random variable \( X \) which has a lognormal distribution by:

\[
da/dt = Xg(\Delta K, R, a)\]

where \( X \) accounts for the overall statistical variability of the crack growth rate and because there are other sources of variability such as material crack growth resistance, usage severity, aircraft utilisation and environmental effects, these can all be accounted for with separate lognormal random variables by combining them into a single random variable \( X = H_1H_2H_3 \ldots \), where \( H_i \) are all statistically independent lognormal random variables. Using this approach, the standard deviation of the overall crack life variability \( \sigma_X \) is given by:

\[
\sigma_X = \sqrt{\sigma_{H_1}^2 + \sigma_{H_2}^2 + \sigma_{H_3}^2 + \ldots}
\]

where \( \sigma_{H_i} \) are the standard deviations of the independent lognormal random variables. They have also found that the fatigue life consumed per flight hour from tracking of individual aircraft, follows the lognormal distribution reasonably well.

An example is given for a fighter aircraft where material variability has a \( \sigma = 0.131 \) and the variability due to usage severity is \( \sigma = 0.249 \) based on limited fleet tracking results.
In this example they define a minimum acceptable level of risk of $10^{-8}$ per flight hour. This is based on historical data for what appears to be a single component.

### 6.4 Size Effect

Early in the development of fracture mechanics and its use in predicting fatigue crack growth there was significant research on the size effect. Because the probability of failure significantly depends on the the initial defect it was thought that the greater the area or volume within the fatigue critical area the more chance there was of having a larger flaw thus leading to a shorter fatigue life.

Weibull [96] investigated the effect of different size notches on the fatigue life in coupons of 24S-T4 (now 2024-T4). However, he divided the fatigue growth into regimes as initiation which ends in a visible crack and propagation ending with a final rupture. Unfortunately, much of the crack growth occurs from micro-flaws in his initiation period. However, he did note that the duration of the initiation period was affected not only by the stress concentration but even more by the dimensions of the notch. The larger the coupon size the lower the fatigue life, given everything else is constant.

If the probability of having a flaw is constant for a given area or volume, then according to the theory of extreme values, increasing the size of the area sampled will shift the probability towards the larger size flaw. Kugel [97] found that there is a linear relation between the log of the maximum stress and the logarithm of the appropriate volume. This relationship was valid for both smooth and notched members.

There is still extensive ongoing work relating to the effect of size, though this seems to be of particular concern to the civil construction industry, where small samples of construction materials such as concrete are used to predict the overall strength of large structures such as dams. The effect of size is expected to be more significant on the outlier 'safe life' statistics than it is on the average lives.

### 6.5 Residual Strength

Fracture toughness is often assumed to be normally distributed, or Weibully distributed [98], whereas the two physical quantities used to determine $K_{IC}$ are the crack length and stress which are assumed to follow exponential or lognormal and Weibull respectively. The coefficient of variation of the fracture toughness was evaluated for a number of different materials: aluminium, titanium and steel alloys such as the D6AC steel [99], which has a larger than normal scatter when compared to other steels. The coefficients of variation for a 50% confidence level were [98]: aluminium alloys 0.03, titanium 0.05, steels 0.05, D6AC 0.1. This should be applicable to all types such as plate, sheets and extrusions, with the exception of forgings. It would be expected that the scatter would be larger in forgings.
6.6 Inspections

For a risk analysis, there are two ways in which inspection intervals can be chosen. These are:

1. Use intervals provided - In most cases the analysis of an existing scenario is being performed, and thus already has an existing inspection routine. In many cases the analysis is performed to see how extending the interval will affect the risk to the aircraft.

2. Create inspection intervals - In the case where inspection intervals are not provided, the best method to choose inspection intervals is by calculating the risk. The main aim is to maintain the aircraft with the risk below the allowable risk limit, therefore an inspection should be scheduled for the time when the aircraft is at the allowable risk limit. In this manner an inspection schedule can be created.

It is generally assumed in risk assessments that the probability of detection during an inspection of a crack is purely a function of the crack size. Typically this is the crack length, but some inspections such as eddy current or ultrasound are also dependent on the crack depth. This is because the eddy currents may not be sufficiently disturbed if the crack is too shallow.

By assuming independence between two inspections A and B, the probability of detecting a crack can be calculated as:

\[
PoD(a) = 1 - (1 - PoD_A(a))(1 - PoD_B(a)) \tag{37}
\]

Thus this implies that repeated inspections (either performed immediately or at some later date) will always have a beneficial effect.

However Erland [100] conducted a study into the effect of repeated inspections by different inspectors on a series of different sized cracks using Fluorescent Penetrant Inspections (FPI). Erland showed that there is some dependence between inspections. This implies that merely inspecting twice will not have the full benefit as indicated by Equation (37).

Inspection data are dichotomous. Either a defect is found, or it is not. This type of process can be described by a binomial probability density function. The POD of flaw size \(a\) is then found by using a maximum likelihood approach. Maximum likelihood estimation finds the parameters of the binomial distribution that make the data observed the most probable or likely to occur. Thus the probability of each data point occurring can be obtained from the PDF. The probability of all of them occurring in a set of observations is simply the product of the probability of each sample because they are independent. The parameters for the distribution are then varied in a numerical optimisation to determine those parameters that maximise this value. This is given in more detail in Section 9.3.

Erland found that multiple inspections do not increase the inspection capability because the inspections may be performed by the same inspector or the cracks have the same location or size which influences their detectability.
The number of times a single part needs to be inspected is directly related to the variance in the system. That is the more the variability between inspectors the more the system is sensitive to these differences, the larger the number of inspections required.

The true probability obtained from subsequent inspections A and B is:

$$PoD(A \text{ or } B) = PoD(A) + PoD(B) - PoD(A \text{ and } B)$$ (38)

The effectiveness of repeating inspections using FPI, results in an increase of POD. Erland found that the benefits of repeated inspections is reduced for large cracks. This is most likely because if they have been missed for some reason during the first inspection the same conditions will prevail (except for ability of the inspector) that will lead to the crack being missed also for subsequent inspections.

Although Erland’s study was carried out for FPI, these limitations should be applicable to all other inspections for the same reasons.

A large body of cracks were inspected. This involved 22000 inspections performed on 174 cracks by 170 different inspectors. This collection is known as the “Have Cracks” data [101]. These data were statistically analysed by Berens and Hovey [102]. They found the best fit to the probability of detection data was with the log-odds log-scale model. This is given by:

$$P(a) = \frac{a^\beta}{1 + a^\beta}$$ (39)

where $a$ is the crack length and $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are regression parameters. It was found from the analysis of these data that cracks of the same length do not have the same detection probability. A 90% probability of detection and a 95% confidence limit could not be obtained for small crack sizes as prescribed by the damage tolerance requirements of MIL-A-83444.

Berens and Hovey went on to carry out a risk assessment of an example transport aircraft using the “Have Cracks” data. In this analysis, they used a Gumbel distribution to represent the extreme stresses and they determined the probability of a crack exceeding the critical crack size within a time interval of 5000 flights. This model is based on that of Yang and Chen [103].

Although PROF includes probability of detection it does not consider any of the dependence factors discussed here, and thus assumes inspections are totally independent. This invariability leads to the conclusion that more inspections are better. The POD is modeled in PROF by the equation:

$$POD(a) = \left\{1 + \exp\left[\frac{\pi}{\sqrt{3}} \ln\left(\frac{a - a_{\min}}{\sigma}\right) - \mu\right]\right\}^{-1}$$ (40)

where $a$ is the size of the crack being inspected and $a > a_{\min}$, $\mu$ is the natural logarithm of the median detectable crack size, i.e. the crack size detected 50% of the time, and $\sigma$ is the scale parameter, with a larger $\mu$ implying a flatter POD($a$) function and lower detectability at bigger crack sizes.
7 Acceptable levels of failure

Orisamolu [1] says the selection of target reliability levels is a sensitive management issue, that must be carefully carried out to ensure that human life is not endangered, while at the same time avoiding setting an unreasonably high reliability target. This would have severe economic and operational considerations. Orisamolu recommended that the Canadian Forces use the reliability levels used by the USAF, or else base them on the current reliability levels in the Canadian Forces fleet.

Payne [104] looked at the historical failure rates of early aircraft and concluded that the proposed safety condition for reliability from fatigue should have a maximum risk rate $< 10^{-7}$ per hour and an average risk rate $< 10^{-8}$ per hour for civil aircraft. Payne et al. [105] later proposed a maximum risk rate of $< 10^{-6}$ per hour for military aircraft.

The Joint Services Guide 2006 (Ref. [106]), the current airworthiness standard followed by the USAF and USN, contains rationale, lessons learnt and instructions necessary to tailor the requirements and verification task. Therein, the stated maximum acceptable frequency of structural failure leading to the loss of aircraft is $1 \times 10^{-7}$ occurrences per flight.

In general, standards provide acceptable levels of failure. Acceptable levels are also quoted in the literature, although there can be some confusion concerning whether the probability of failure relates to the total probability or the instantaneous probability, and whether it applies to a single item such as a rivet, or a complete component such as a wing, or to the whole aircraft.

The usual acceptable level of failure is $10^{-7}$ for the single flight probability of failure of the whole aircraft. This was proposed by Lincoln [107] but follows on from a number of researchers who have proposed the threshold at similar levels. This is also similar to the acceptable system level of failure proposed by the Mil Standard of $10^{-6}$ per flight for critical systems. The $10^{-3}$ probability of failure for the cumulative probability of failure of an aircraft as specified in DEFSTAN-970 [4] produces similar instantaneous risk levels [14] as the $10^{-7}$ proposed by Lincoln.

Although the risk of failure is given on a per aircraft basis, in reality it perhaps should be the risk of a fatality such that the more people that are carried in an aircraft the lower should be the acceptable risk, or otherwise take into account the actual consequences of losing the aircraft which may include the loss or disruption of the aircraft fleet which may also have significant penalties.

In conversations by the author with Dr. Lincoln, he was asked how it was best to deal with situations where there were many critical locations on the aircraft such as the F/A-18. How was it possible to determine what should be an acceptable safety level for each location when only the total probability of failure was specified in the standard. He suggested that the aircraft should be zoned. Thus, if there are approximately 10 critical zones, where a single wing might be classed as a zone, then that should have a probability of failure of $10^{-8}$. In general, when a risk assessment is carried out, it is found that there are probably only a few really critical locations that contribute the bulk of the risk of failure. Thus it seems a reasonable guide to set an acceptable probability of failure for any critical location as around $10^{-8}$.
However, when different standards set different types of probability of failure, inevitably one will be more conservative than the other. With fighter type aircraft, the risk of failure tends to rise quite rapidly near the end of the service life of the aircraft. Thus it would seem that most of the total probability of failure is produced within the last few hundred flights. In these instances, perhaps a single flight probability of failure is the better safety metric.

DEFSTAN 970 [4] (Issue 2, Dec 1999, Part 1, Section 3, Leaflet 35) gives the following paragraph which defines the acceptable total probability of failure:

2.3 The factors of Table 2 have been derived using the scatter observed when large numbers of specimens representing structural features have been tested under realistic (spectrum) loading. When used with the customary statistical technique, they correspond to a probability of failure of 1 in 2000; this makes some provision for the symmetry in geometry and loading of [aeroplane] airframes so that a probability of 1 in 1000 is achieved for individual pairs of features; the same factors are acceptable for helicopter airframes and dynamic components.

The new Joint Services Specification Guide JSSG2006 provides guidance for typical values to be used, however the actual values used are defined for each aircraft, and hence from [5]:

A.3.1.2 Probability of detrimental deformation and structural failure.

Only where deterministic values have no precedence or basis, a combined load-strength probability analysis shall be conducted to predict the risk of detrimental structural deformation and structural failure, subject to the approval of the procuring activity. For the design requirements stated in this specification, the airframe shall not experience detrimental structural deformations with a probability of occurrence equal to or greater than 1/10^3 per flight. Also, for these design requirements, the airframe shall not experience the loss of adequate structural rigidity or proper structural functioning such that flight safety is affected or suffer structural failure leading to the loss of the air vehicle with a probability of occurrence equal to or greater than 1/10^7 per flight.

REQUIREMENT RATIONALE (A.3.1.2)

This requirement establishes the maximum acceptable frequency of occurrence of detrimental deformation and structural failures that are
used in conjunction with combined load-strength probability analysis.

REQUIREMENT GUIDANCE (A.3.1.2)

In some instances, historically based deterministic criteria are not applicable to the specific combination of design approaches, materials, fabrication methods, usage, and maintenance for the structural element being designed. In these instances, it may not be possible to rationally arrive at an alternative deterministic criteria and a combined load-strength probability analysis is conducted to establish that the risks of detrimental structural deformation and structural failure are acceptable. The selection of the maximum acceptable frequency of occurrence of detrimental structural deformation, loss of structural functioning or structural failure can be made by examining relevant historical repair and failure rates. A maximum acceptable frequency of permanent structural deformations would be $1 \times 10^{-5}$ occurrences per flight. A maximum acceptable frequency of the loss of adequate structural rigidity or proper structural functioning, or structural failure leading to the loss of the air vehicle would be $1 \times 10^{-7}$ occurrences per flight.

In most cases, a combined load-strength probability analyses is only selectively used in the analysis of the structural elements for which historically based deterministic criteria are not appropriate. In these cases, a probability analysis of a highly loaded representative structural element is performed. This analysis would address all of the significant variations in load, material properties, dimensions, etc. Once the design of the element has been completed by these probabilistic means, it is usually possible to develop a set of modified deterministic criteria which, when combined with the appropriate limit and ultimate loads, would yield the same final element design. This updated criteria can then be used to design similar structural elements. In addition to establishing new design criteria, the conduct of the probability analysis also aids in gaining an increased understanding of the more important design drivers and enables an improved design to be produced.
8 Multisite damage

Wanhill [43] concluded that multisite cracking is not a problem if the structure is sufficiently durable to reach the end of its usable life with no more than 1–2 mm of crack growth at both sides of every fastener hole.

While the probabilistic and fatigue analysis tools used to analyse single site and multisite damage are essentially the same, the analysis of multisite damage is complex, due to the number of locations that may be cracked and how to deal with the interaction of these cracks, which could lead to a situation known as Multisite Damage (MSD).

A number of researchers have looked at the problem of MSD from a probabilistic approach.

Wang [44] explains the difference between MSD and a single damage:

1. cracks do not exist at all possible locations,
2. variation due to production inconsistency may be large for the increased number of details, and
3. in MSD, loss of the load carrying capability may not lead to redistribution of the load path because of the possibility of fatigue cracks in adjacent members.

Wang [108] essentially uses the methods previously discussed (i.e. fatigue predictions using crack closure, variability in crack growth rates) in his proposal for analysing MSD. But he also considers variability in geometry, loads, and initial flaw sizes (modeled as lognormal). He also considers that, with a number of holes, not all holes will be cracked. This is modeled by assuming there is a threshold below which cracking will not occur, which is given by a probability distribution. When the initial flaw size is below the threshold, cracking will not occur. The resulting probability of crack initiation is then assumed to be normally distributed.

Order statistics may be used to give information about the largest crack in this situation [108].

9 Case Studies

9.1 USAF General Approach

Ref. [109] outlines the recent USAF approach to standard probabilistic risk assessment as applied to aircraft in their fleet and how to effectively communicate the results to decision makers. The ASIP program, initially established in 1958, recommended a safe life approach to achieve safety levels set using probabilistic levels set for aircraft. However, subsequent structural failures led to use of the damage tolerance approach, which is recommended in MIL-STD-1530A, Aircraft Structural Integrity Program Requirements.

Risk analysis can provide quantitative information to answer the following types of force management related questions:
1. Are aircraft operating at unacceptable risk levels?
2. How do inspection interval changes impact safety and cost?
3. What is the cost of inspection and repair versus modification?
4. When should the weapon system be retired?

The risk analysis method is probabilistic, since probability distributions of crack sizes, maximum stress per flight and fracture toughness and non-destructive inspection technique are required.

The risk analysis approach determines the probability that a flight will produce a stress intensity factor that exceeds the material fracture toughness based on fracture mechanics principles.

The USAF has repeatedly used risk analysis to evaluate airframe structural safety and economic issues such as static strength shortfalls, cracking of in service aircraft, and the safety and economic impact associated with service life extension, inspection and the evaluation of repair versus modification.

Dr. Lincoln [110] has written extensively on the risk assessments performed by the USAF, and has mentioned examples on F-5, T-37, T-38, C-5A, C-141, and F-16 aircraft.

Ref. [23] describes the latest version of the PROF program used for risk assessment by the USAF. The program grows a distribution of cracks forward in time. PROF’s original formulation was for the growth of a single crack. More complex scenarios were analysed by additional runs of the program and external post processing. The program has since been updated and it is claimed, to facilitate the analysis of widespread fatigue damage. PROF uses the now standard approach of EIFS with a deterministic crack growth curve. Also included is the effect of inspections through a POD as a function of crack size.

PROF has been used in the analysis of the B707 aircraft [18] for the JSTARS variant [111]. These were ex-transport aircraft being refitted for a new role. In order to determine the level of structural modifications necessary to deal with the fatigue damage already accrued by the airframe, an analysis using PROF was carried out. The critical area analysed was stringer 7 in the lower wing skin. Crack data were collected by a teardown of two retired aircraft. Each of the stringer holes in the critical area was examined for cracks. This provided the probability distribution of the initial flaw sizes. Note that the flaws are cracks at the time of the teardown, which was at the end of the life of each of the two sample aircraft. Although the cracks were subsequently grown back to an earlier time, the distribution of crack sizes should be reasonably accurate because of the limited degree of extrapolation. A fuller description of the analysis carried out on the JSTARS is given by Lincoln [110].

The crack length data were collected from two aircraft. One aircraft, 707-321B S/N 19266, had a final flight time of 22 533 flights and 57 382 flight hours. The other aircraft, 707-123 S/N 17635 had flown 36 359 flights and 78 416 flight hours. A lognormal distribution was used for the upper tail of the teardown crack length data. The cracks were grown back to 40 000 hours by back extrapolating the percentiles of cracks sizes using the deterministic crack growth curve. Thus the analysis for the JSTARS aircraft starts at 40 000 hours.
PROF determines the single flight probability of failure (SFPOF). However this term is somewhat inaccurate. The SFPOF is determined by starting out with an initial flaw size distribution which is grown forward to a point of time $T$. The SFPOF is given as the probability of an aircraft, which then flies with this distribution of cracks to time $T$, failing within the next flight. This is not strictly the SFPOF, since as the aircraft ages, some of these cracks could have led to failure earlier on, but in the analysis these are all kept intact. This means the probability of failure will be gradually approaching 1 for a very old aircraft. Now the instantaneous probability of failure or hazard, should not approach 1. The PROF SFPOF then approximates the total probability of failure at long lives.

These problems with PROF were discussed more fully in the demonstrator risk analysis of the F/A-18 [14][27].

The program has later been modified to allow for the incorporation of MSD. In the original analysis [111] it was found in the original analysis of the JSTARS aircraft, that it did not meet the safe life requirement of SFPOF of $10^{-7}$ at 57,000 hours. However, the analysis did not seem to correctly take into account the number of fasteners involved at the critical location. The analysis appears to be for a single fastener in the aircraft. However, the more fasteners, the higher the risk of failure becomes. Typically there are about 5,000 fasteners in the critical section of the wing of the B707 (which makes 10,000 fasteners per aircraft).

Some lessons learnt from the literature will now be presented.

### 9.2 KC135

A number of risk assessments have been performed on the Boeing 707 aircraft [19][112][18][113]. The initial assessment performed for the USAF [111] was to determine whether critical sections of the lower wings would result in failure when ex-airline aircraft were modified to carry out radar operations. This was the JSTARS program. To provide a distribution of flaw size data for the risk assessment, a teardown of the critical lower wing section of two retired aircraft was made. This provided a distribution of flaw sizes for each fastener in the critical section. The risk analysis was performed using PROF and followed the standard approach. The usual assumptions with the PROF analysis were made in that the distribution was for a crack at a hole and did not consider the failure of the approximately 10,000 holes in the critical section of the two wing halves. Thus the risk assessment was for a hole, not a wing.

Refs. [114][89], describing the life assessment of the KC135 aircraft, which is a corrosion prone aircraft based on the B707, came up with three metrics that are useful for judging the retirement time of an aircraft. They were:

1. safety,
2. cost per flying hour, and
3. availability.

The risk analyses currently carried out generally only address the safety issue, but clearly other factors can determine the life of the aircraft.
9.3 F16

The risk assessment approach the Israeli Air Force used for the F16 was originally conducted using a Weibull analysis [88]. The Israeli Air Force chose this approach because it:

1. has broad applicability,
2. has a simple graphical solution,
3. can be useful when data are insufficient such as when there is a small sample size, and
4. usually provides the best fit to the type of data encountered in structural failure [87].

Using this approach the analysis used a three parameter Weibull probability distribution to model time to failure data collected from field failures. The third parameter was a time offset that marked the start of possible failure and possibly corresponded to a crack initiation time before crack growth occurs.

Estimated probabilities of failure for a failure position of rank $i$ out of a sample size $N$, can be made from the median cumulative function:

$$F(t) = \frac{i - 0.3}{N + 0.4} \quad \text{(41)}$$

for comparison with the determined Weibull distribution. The parameters for the Weibull distribution are determined by calculating the Weibull slope parameter $\beta_{cr}$ and the characterised failure time $\eta_{cr}$. The analysis used the maximum likelihood method for the estimation of the two parameters. It was initially assumed the time offset was zero:

$$F_{cr} = 1 - \exp \left\{ \left( \frac{(t - t_{0,cr})}{(\eta_{cr} - t_{0,cr})} \right)^{\beta_{cr}} \right\} \quad \text{(42)}$$

In the analysis it was noted that failure modes which are different cannot be plotted on the same Weibull plot. They found that for small failure samples the maximum likelihood approach tends to over estimate the $\beta$s and under estimate the $\eta$s. However, because these effects can cancel out they conclude that maximum likelihood estimates are ultimately more accurate than rank regression (curve fitting approach) to obtain the distribution parameters.

The third parameter for the Weibull distribution is determined by an iterative method using the initial estimates of $\beta_{cr}$ and $\eta_{cr}$. The parameter $t_{0,cr}$ was then estimated by the formula:

$$t_{0,cr} = t_2 - \frac{(t_3 - t_2) \cdot (t_2 - t_1)}{(t_3 - t_2) - (t_2 - t_1)} \quad \text{(43)}$$

where $t_1$ is the first failure time, $t_3$ is the last failure time, and $t_2$ is the time corresponding to the linear halfway distance on the Weibull plot vertical axis.

The equation is then iteratively solved for $\beta_{cr}$ and $\eta_{cr}$ until there is convergence.
However, one of the downsides to using a strictly statistical approach, such as in modelling only the time to failure, is that in reality there is usually more data available that describes the failure, such as type of initiation, if it is from corrosion or material defects, and crack lengths. Thus extra information from existing failures is generally easier to come by than from additional failures. This would indicate that a more mechanistic approach in determining the failures would be worthwhile. Thus, using a Weibull analysis does not make use of all the available data from typical aircraft failures.

9.4 De Havilland Venom

Ref. [115] looks at the De Havilland Venom, of which 250 were built between 1953 and 1958. The safe life for this aircraft was originally established by three aircraft subjected to a constant amplitude loading, and from four aircraft subjected to program loads. As a result of this testing, a scatter factor of 2–3 was used to factor the test lives, giving a safe life of around 500 hours of typical Swiss usage.

Service experience provided data on the time to first detection of a crack in the lower wing. Of the 463 wings in service, fatigue cracks were found in 149 wings, with the remaining wings repaired before any detectable cracks were located.

The time to first detectable crack was plotted on both lognormal and log extremal probability paper. If the data produces a straight line, when plotted on probability paper for a certain distribution, it indicates the data is from the given distribution. In this case, the fit was slightly better for the log normal distribution, but both distributions overall seemed equally applicable. The log extremal gave a safe life (i.e. time to first failure) at 0.1% probability of failure of 144 flights and the lognormal gave a life of 188 flights. However separate authors Weibull [57], Freudenthal [16] and Gumbel [116], all suggest that there are some fundamental reasons for proposing that an extreme value distribution Type 3 (Weibull) should be used.

It is interesting that even with this large amount of actual data which comes from fleet usage, there is still a discrepancy whereby the safe life established from service data is about one third of the safe life established from test data [115]. This indicates that for low probabilities of failure, the safe life for an aircraft is highly sensitive to the input data, and it is hard to be definitive of a hard and fast safe life.

9.5 Lug and Stiffened panel

Artley [13] provides two examples of a probabilistic risk assessment as applied to aircraft components. She proposes the standard approach (Yang [117]) for calculating the probability of failure by including the effect of EIFS, stochastic crack growth and probability of detection. A lug is analysed using both deterministic and stochastic crack growth, and a stiffened panel is analysed. The numerical integrals for the probability are calculated (though not explicitly given) for the two examples.
9.6 C-141

Ref. [2] presents a review of a risk analysis performed by Lockheed Martin (LMASC) on some of the critical wing sections of the C-141 aircraft. The C-141 is a transport aircraft made from 7075-T6 in the 1960s. The aircraft were approaching the end of their life and so a risk assessment was performed to highlight areas that needed to be addressed in order to reach the full life. Two of the questions the risk analysis was supposed to answer were, “What is the risk of flying beyond 45,000 damage hours (approximately one life time)” and “Does the aircraft still have the inherent fail-safety that stands behind the slow crack growth method”.

A number of areas were examined on the wing and fuselage, but no indication was given of what the acceptable risk level for each individual area was. The analysis was based on defining the risk as “the probability of losing a major component or components which could cause catastrophic failure”. However, they recognized that the risk analysis was not exact because of the uncertainty in some of the input parameters such as estimated flight hours and inspections. So judgments were made about the validity of the results.

A fatigue test had been conducted on the aircraft to nearly three lifetimes, however a fleet failure occurred in an area where the fatigue cracks had not been detected during the fatigue test. In addition, the cracks occurred at the end of a large metal repair.

Lockheed Martin have developed their own program called DICE which uses the same methodology as provided in the RISKY program developed by Lincoln [118]. PROF is similar to the DICE program but uses a different method of inputting loads.

This risk analysis used the standard stochastic inputs of crack distributions, load exceedances, and residual strength.

9.7 Follow-on C-141 risk analysis for multi-element damage

The previous risk analysis covered the calculation of the risk of failure of a single component, although it may indeed be a single rivet hole instead of the whole component. However, the critical wing splice joint is made up of three separate components. A new risk assessment performed by Berens, Gallagher and Dhar [119] is a follow-on to the risk analysis performed by Lockheed [2] on the C-141 aircraft.

This report tried to consider multi-element damage and MSD. Multi-element damage is when cracks cause the structure to lose its ability to sustain an increase in stress level due to load shedding, whereas MSD is when the cracks are close enough to affect the growth of each other. They use PROF in this analysis because they wanted to take into account a number of elements. However, they had to use PROF with multiple runs to get the appropriate data out.

The wing splice is made up of three elements. The chordwise joint, the splice fitting and the beam cap. To work out when failure occurs, they developed a fault tree which showed the paths of failure that incorporated each of the elements and how its status affected the failure of the joint as a whole. They said that the fault tree was to demonstrate that the wing joint failure probability could be modeled as a weighted average of the probability of fracture of the chordwise joint, given the status of the wing splice fitting and the beam.
The weighting factors are the probabilities of fracture of the splice fittings and the beam cap. Thus the formula they give for probability of failure is:

\[
P_{OF} = \Pr(CSF, SFT AC, BCT AC) + \Pr(CSF, SFF, BCT AC) + \Pr(CSF, SFF, BCF) \\
+\Pr(CSF|SFT AC, BCT AC) \Pr(SFT AC) \Pr(BCT AC) \\
+\Pr(CSF|SFF, BCT AC) \Pr(SFF) \Pr(BCT AC) \\
+\Pr(CSF|SFF, BCF) \Pr(SFF) \Pr(BCF)
\]

(44)

where:

- CSF = chordwise joint fracture
- SFTAC = splice fitting intact
- SFF = splice fitting fractured
- BCTAC = beam cap intact
- BCF = beam cap fractured
- \(\Pr(A, B, C)\) = Probability of events A and B and C
- \(\Pr(A|B, C)\) = conditional probability of event A given the events B and C

They note that the analysis performed is only for one location on the wing, however there are two wings on each aircraft. Based on this they give the formula for the probability of failure of the aircraft:

\[
POF_{A/C} = 1 - (1 - POF)^2
\]

(45)

There are also about 265 airframes in the fleet for which the analysis is applicable. Thus they give the probability of having a failure in the fleet as:

\[
POF_{fleet} = 1 - (1 - POF_{A/C})^{265}
\]

(46)

However the formula used for the risk of failure in the aircraft is not strictly correct, since the probability of failure is made up of the probability of having a crack and the probability of having a load large enough to cause failure. Now, the probability of having a crack is independent for all locations (since the initial flaws are very much smaller than the distance between the cracks). However, the probability of having a load big enough to cause failure will be the same, since the wing experiences a single distributed load at any given instant. This means that the total probability of failure for a particular item is not independent of the other locations on the aircraft. So the formula given is strictly incorrect. The formula they give for the fleet is correct since each aircraft will see independent loads. No mention is made of this in the report, although the error is small for this analysis.

In addition, the analysis is based not on a joint but a single rivet in the joint which may contain many hundreds. If you apply the same formula to work out the failure of the joint or the aircraft consisting of two joints, a significant error will be made. Yet the analysis in the report does not mention the number of rivets in the component they are analysing.
The original data were obtained from Lockheed. To determine the effect of inspections, they also included a distribution of cracks that represent the population of repaired cracks once they were detected by inspection. Essentially the repair quality replaces the detected cracks with a very small initiated crack. Thus, because these cracks were so small, the actual values of the distribution were found not to affect the analysis.

They also used standard values for the fracture toughness variability of 5% coefficient of variation. They found that the probability of fracture was not sensitive to the assumed coefficient of variation. This is because the rate of crack growth is sufficiently high that given enough time fracture will occur with even a fairly frequent load load.

Separate runs of PROF were obtained for each of the elements in the joint. Crack growth curves were determined for each of these elements with appropriate combinations of the different elements broken.

The analysis initially had crack growth curves with large jumps in them. This was caused by cracks crossing holes. The PROF manual [22] indicates that in principle such jumps should be able to be successfully modeled in PROF. However, the jumps had to be removed because they created numerical integration inconsistencies.

The crack size distributions were derived to model the cracks at 31 000 spectrum hours, which was the zero reference time for the risk analysis. At this time 70% of the beam cracks had a size greater than 1 inch. Thus more than 70% of the beam caps were in a failed state at the start of the analysis. The original PROF code had to be modified to handle the integration over these large crack sizes.

The initial inspection period was set at 328 hours. The risk analysis was performed both with and without an inspection at the reference time of 31 000 hours. The average flight length was 3.5 hours. They obtained the POD data from the “Have Cracks” data set [101].

PROF computes the single flight probability of fracture at approximately 10 equally spaced intervals throughout each usage interval. The usage interval is specified in terms of spectrum hours from the zero reference time, and defines the times at which inspection and repair actions occur. PROF also calculates the interval probability of fracture but only at the end of the usage interval. They found that the single flight and the interval probability of fracture were equal to within three significant figures for the location analysed.

To work out the probability of failure they required the interval probability of failure. However since this was not readily available they used the SFPOF because they believed it to be the same. The analysis indicates that the equivalence of the SFPOF and the interval probability of failure is a result of the fracture probabilities of these elements being driven by the percentage of cracks reaching unstable size rather than the occurrence of a single large stress.

Previous work with PROF by the author of this report has shown that, because of the formulation of the SFPOF in PROF, the program starts out calculating the SFPOF, but over some time, because of the approximate nature of the formula, it essentially transitions to approach the total or interval probability of failure. It seems, because of the large crack sizes being analysed [119], the time of 328 hours was long enough for the SFPOF to transition to the cumulative probability of failure. Thus it was believed in the analysis that it was the same throughout the entire interval. However this should not be the case.
Initially at 31,000 hours, the program started off with a very high fracture probability of the beam caps. This was due to the large proportion of very large cracks in the initial conditions. However, after the first inspection and repair cycle at 328 hours, a large number of these cracks were repaired and greatly reduced the fracture probability for this element. It was noted [119] that the effect of the failed beam cap on the fracture probability of the splice fitting was relatively minor in comparison to other effects.

In summary, the authors claim they were able to use PROF to predict multi-element fatigue by performing multiple runs. They felt that this process needed to be automated, so they recommended that a post processor be used to combine the results of the individual runs as part of a multi-element risk analysis. They also recommended that the PROF code should be modified to calculate the interval probabilities at intermediate times even though it would be expected to cause a large increase in computer time to perform these calculations.

9.8 B1-B Bomber risk analysis and methods

The B1-B bomber is an aging swing wing bomber with similar construction to the F-111. A critical piece of structure is the wing carry-through box. This is assembled with TaperLok fasteners to improve the fatigue life of the article. However, the effect of the interference fit fasteners has not been included in the analysis used for setting inspection intervals, because no credible crack growth curve was available. Testing of components with TaperLok fasteners showed an improvement in the safe life of 9-10.

At the time there was no reliable inspection technique available that would detect cracks in the holes of the TaperLoks without removing the fastener. This meant inspection would be very costly. As the aircraft was approaching the time for inspections in 1999, a risk analysis was performed by Torng [120] to see if the inspections could be delayed.

A new technique was developed for solving the risk of failure, but it was based on the same formulation as used by PROF, because the USAF had already accepted that approach. The reason for the different solution method of the PROF formulation was given as the large coefficient of variation of the crack size distribution, an extremely nonlinear failure function, and an extremely small probability of failure. It has been noted previously that, because of the hard wired nature of the subroutines in PROF, the solution is not very accurate for single flight probabilities below $10^{-10}$. Torng [120] solved for the risk of failure by using a robust importance sampling method. This used a non-gradient based most probable search scheme to locate the most probable point. (The most probable point is the mean failure point i.e. the configuration of variables that is most likely to occur in the failure population at the time of interest.) An adaptive importance sampling scheme was then used to calculate the probability of failure.

The original analysis of the wing carry through structure involved calculating the crack growth curve from an initial rogue flaw of 0.05 inches with no account being taken for the benefit of the TaperLok fasteners.

The risk analysis used a smaller equivalent initial flaw size to take into account the effect of the TaperLok fastener. They somehow derived an EIFS of 0.005 inches, though
the justification for this was not provided. However, it agrees with the EIFS value used by DSTO in analysing an F-111 wing failure from a TaperLok fastener [121].

For a detailed risk assessment, they wanted enough data to provide a crack size distribution to cover the range of $-6\sigma$ to $+6\sigma$ without interpolation.

Torng defined the limit state function (the function that needs to be evaluated such that failure is the part of the curve that is below 0) as:

$$g = \frac{K_c}{\sqrt{a\pi\beta(a)}} - \sigma_{\text{max}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (47)

The risk of failure $P_f$ is given as:

$$P_f = \Pr(g < 0) = \Pr\left(\frac{K_c}{\sqrt{a\pi\beta(a)}} < \sigma_{\text{max}}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (48)

Because the goal of the analysis was to determine the risk for not performing inspections, the POD and repair distribution issues were not considered.

Torng compared the robust importance sampling method developed for this analysis with other methods. This method required only 3522 g-function calculations compared to $10^6$ for sampling methods and $10^9$ for a Monte Carlo method.

In calculating for the total probability of failure for the entire aircraft they calculate the probability of failure of a single location $P_s$. They note there are 200 similar locations in the aircraft and find the probability of failure as $200 \times P_s$, which of course is incorrect. This has been discussed a number of times previously in this report.

As a result of the risk analysis they recommended that the safety factor of the standard damage tolerance analysis be changed from 50% (i.e. divide the calculated inspection interval by 2) to 80%. Of course this little change to the standard approach is essentially not using the standard approach at all. Thus essentially the safety of the aircraft is based on the risk analysis.

A number of results for different problems were given by Torng [120]. These would make good example problems for gaining experience for analysts new to the field. A number of times the deficiencies with the PROF implementation are pointed out, such as the use of tables for the crack growth, which do not allow for sufficient refinement when the cracks are small, to allow for the accuracy required. Also pointed out is that the accuracy of the risk solution is not good when the risk of failure is small. They also point out that because the formulation of the total probability of failure and the SFPOF is similar, the results should be similar. This has also been discussed before in this report.

9.9 P-3C Reliability and Risk Analysis

Hoffman [122] performed a risk analysis on the P-3C aircraft to determine the risk of failure after the safe life had been reached. Thus the starting point for the risk analysis was the assumption of the distribution of crack sizes at the safe life of the aircraft. Since the aircraft are individually tracked and the life is calculated based on Fatigue Life Expended
(FLE) usage, the distribution of the cracks at an FLE of 1 was obtained by assuming the
distribution of time to failure at the end of the safe life was lognormally distributed. It was
then assumed that the loading history was known for the next 25% of life where-after the
loads were assumed random. In addition to the starting crack size, the strength (critical
crack size) was assumed to be randomly distributed. Cracks were then grown to determine
the probability of failure.

The probability density distributions of crack sizes were updated using Bayesian esti-
mation to allow for the effect of any cracks detected from inspections.

No details of acceptable safety levels were given. The analysis appears only to be
illustrative and not sufficient for fleet usage.

The general expression for the reliability of a system is given as:

$$R(t) = e^{-\int \lambda(t) dt}$$

where:

$R(t)$ is the reliability or probability of survival of the system through time $t$,

$\lambda(t)$ is the hazard rate or probability that a failure will occur in the next instant of
time assuming previous survival.

The cumulative probability of failure in an interval $dt$ is:

$$F(t + dt | t > t) = \frac{F(t + dt) - F(t)}{1 - F(t)}$$

where $F(t + dt | t > t)$ is the probability of failure before time $t + dt$ assuming non-failure
before time $t$, $F(t + dt)$ is the probability of failure before time $t + dt$, and $F(t)$ is the
probability of failure before time $t$. The reliability function $R(t)$ gives the probability
components surviving, it can therefore be expressed as $R(t) = 1 - F(t)$.

9.10 F/A-18

Boeing [123] conducted a risk assessment of the F/A-18 to predict the distribution of
lives of the USN F/A-18 fleet. This was not based on individual tracking, but evaluated the
probability that an aircraft would safely achieve 6000 hours of flying. It used variations
calculated in the fleet usage from the Maintenance Signal and Data Recording System
(MSDRS) tracking system and an estimate of the variability in the safe life of the aircraft
to determine the probability of failure distribution.

The scatter in material fatigue behavior was taken from a previous evaluation of a
large collection of coupon and product tests to arrive at shape factors to be used with the
Weibull distribution. These were found to broadly agree with the results obtained from
testing of specific F/A-18E/F components. The scatter was expressed in the variability
of the time to failure. Previous work [124] looked at over 12 000 specimens and over 1000
fatigue spectrum tests to determine the probability distribution of time to failure. The
Weibull probability distribution function was found to provide the best fit.
This work resulted in a shape parameter $\alpha$ in the range of 4.91–5.50 for aluminium alloys under spectrum loading. They found that constant amplitude testing showed more scatter that spectrum loading. This was attributed to the high loads in the spectrum failing the coupon in low cycle fatigue, whereas the constant amplitude loading resulted in high cycle fatigue. The mechanistic difference that really causes this effect was not discussed.

Using a shape parameter of 5.27, which they argued was applicable to a fighter aircraft, gave 97% of aircraft able to exceed their design life. With a shape parameter of 3.8, 90% of the aircraft exceeded the design life. This latter result was comparable to the life obtained by using a traditional scatter factor of 2 in combination with the individual aircraft tracking results. Interestingly, the 10% failure rate was not seen as unreasonable.

9.11 B707

As a result of the teardown data which found many cracks in the lower wing skin, the RAAF asked DSTO to perform a risk assessment on this area to see if any of their aircraft would be susceptible to MSD. Two risk assessments were performed on this area. The initial assessment performed by Tong et al. [18] considered the lead crack in the wing. This approach needed revising because of the requirement for a different inspection technique in the wing. The critical section of the wing consisted of four stringers, with two of them being splicing stringers that joined two separated wing skin plates together. To prevent fuel leakage from the joint a large amount of sealant was used. However this covered a large number of rivets, making detailed eddy-current inspection around each of the fasteners inside the wing a prohibitively expensive and time consuming exercise.

Since removing the sealant would be a very time consuming task, a revised risk assessment by Dixon [19] was made, allowing for the fact that the splicing stringers would only be inspected from the outside using low frequency eddy current and the intermediate stringers would be inspected internally using high frequency eddy-current around the fastener. This risk assessment was very detailed and used data from a more recent sampling inspection that the RAAF had made on their aircraft.

To analyse the wing, the Dixon risk assessment analysed two distinct sections – an inspectable section and a non-inspectable section. The inboard section, which was inboard of the fuselage and could not be accessed and hence not inspected, used an analysis of the largest crack in the section based on crack length distribution data from the outboard inspectable section. For independent cracks that do not influence each other, the probability of failure is not the combined probability of failure of each of the cracks. This is a mistake which is commonly otherwise made.

The risk of failure is essentially a product of the probability of having a crack of a certain size, and the probability of having a load large enough to fail a crack of that size. For different holes the cracks sizes are essentially independent, however the load which will cause them to break is not. Thus the probabilities can only be multiplied if the events are independent. Because of this it can be seen, that if all cracks in the region are subject to the same load and stress, only the largest crack will break. The remaining cracks contribute nothing directly to the probability of failure (unless they interact).
The distribution of crack sizes for the largest crack can be determined using:

\[ F(a_{\text{largest}}) = F^n(a) \]  

(51)

where \( F(a_{\text{largest}}) \) is the cumulative probability distribution of the largest crack size in a population of size \( n \), and \( F(a) \) is the cumulative distribution of the size of a crack for each location.

It can be seen from this that it is important to know the number of holes that could possibly contain a crack. So, although the numerous cracks do not contribute directly to the probability of failure, having more holes that can crack, does increase the size of the largest crack that is likely to occur. The largest crack will then be the one that fails. Interestingly, for risk analysis without inspection it is only necessary to use the distribution for the largest crack.

When inspections are included in the risk analysis it is quite possible for the largest crack to be detected. However, the remaining cracks then become important, since any one of these could grow and result in failure.

Because of the complications with inspections, the analysis was performed using a Monte-Carlo simulation. This method was chosen because the time for the Monte-Carlo approach was insensitive to the number of variables considered, whereas the solution time increases significantly when using more variables in direct numerical integration. This allowed a series of (typically 100 000) deterministic trials to be performed to estimate the rate at which cracks would lead to failure in the fleet. From this the interval probability for failure could be obtained of the increase in risk from the time of the inspection. By differentiating this with respect to time and using:

\[ h(x) = \frac{f(x)}{1 - F(x)} \]  

(52)

the hazard or instantaneous risk was able to be calculated.

Using the criteria of JSSG [106] which specifies an acceptable level of per flight risk of \( 10^{-7} \) an appropriate inspection interval could be determined.

A similar analysis was performed on the upper skin splice plate [112]. However, because of the close proximity of numerous fasteners, this analysis accounted for the interaction of the adjacent cracks on the lead crack. Crack growth was determined using the simple Forman equation (Equation (21)). However, the geometry factor was modified by compounding the geometry factor (as provided by Rooke and Cartwright [72]) of each of the individual cracks to find the effect of a number (typically two) of cracks on each side of the main crack being analysed.

The probability of failure was expressed by the equation:

\[ \Pr(\text{failure}) = \int \Pr(x) \Pr(R(x) < S)dx \]  

(53)

Thus the aircraft was assumed to fail whenever the splice plate was unable to sustain the limit load condition. The aircraft would fail when the residual strength \( R \) for configuration \( x \) was below the limit stress \( S \). The value of the probability of failure was determined by Monte-Carlo simulation.
In this analysis, use was made of a lower critical stress than is typically found when calculating the failure stress based on allowable stress intensity alone. It was found experimentally that the stress at which cracks link up is lower. This was also demonstrated experimentally by Molent et al. [125][126]. This early failure is possibly due to the plastic zones ahead of each crack linking up. This has been accounted for by a number of different criteria, the first originally proposed by Swift [127]. A more accurate criterion was developed by Smith et al. [128] from experimental data for the 7075-T6 sheet material which was being analysed.

Because only the cracks around the largest cracks were being considered, a generalised extreme value distribution was used to represent the distribution of crack sizes for the largest crack. This is of the form:

$$G(x) = \exp\left[-1 + s(x - a)/b^{-1/s}\right]$$

(54)

A lognormal distribution was used for the crack sizes adjacent to the largest crack.

10 Conclusion

There seems to be ample evidence that reliability models do represent within reasonable accuracy, the fatigue process. However, one of the biggest flaws appears to be in the treatment of correlation between the random parameters. For example, in inspections, whether repeated inspections are having the same independent benefit as a single inspection, or whether other issues such as the orientation of the crack or location and accessibility of the component, reduce the effectiveness of the inspection and perhaps the added value of repeated inspections. If this correlation issue can be overcome, the reliability models may be acceptable.

The choice of distributions to use when implementing a risk assessment has surprisingly not been seen as such a critical issue outside of DSTO. There seems to be some consensus that where there is a physical underlying basis for choosing a distribution, then it is preferable to use that, rather than simply choosing the distribution of best fit. The physical conditions that give rise to a certain probability distribution have been discussed, ranging from the basis of the normal and lognormal distribution that are essentially derived when there is some sort of random cumulative process, through to the extreme value distributions which occur when the property of interest results as the largest or smallest of a collection. It should be noted that there are three types of extreme value distributions, but these occur for both maximums and minimums, and because of the asymmetry the user needs to be careful to choose the correct one.

The use of PROF also causes some difficulty. Although developed under the auspices of the USAF, it carries the status of a standard. There is strictly speaking nothing wrong or incorrect about the program or its implementation. However the formulation of the single flight probability of failure is in fact different from the accepted form. While under certain circumstances this has little effect, under other circumstances it can produce large differences between what is expected and what it delivers. In addition, the assumption of independence of critical locations is generally invalid. Again, while this makes little
difference when there are only a few risk locations, when there is a large number of risk locations, as say for each rivet in the critical section of a wing, this can have a large error in the calculation of the risk. Although the calculation is conservative, this is counteracted by the fact that people in general are calculating the risk for only one critical location such as a fastener and forget to deal with the remaining fasteners.

The design standards provide acceptable levels of risk that have been essentially constant over many years.
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